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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCT I Q\J 
The purpos~ of this report is to provi~e an evaluation of the Winnipeg 
Meals on Wheels program. 
The report was prepared for the Meals on ~~heels Study Committee by staff 
of the Institute of Urban Studies. The following terms of reference 
were accepted by the Meals on \"!heels Study Committee and the Institute 
of Urban Studies. 
1. Is the cost of ~eats and administra•ion of the present 
meals delivery proJram too high? 
2. Is the present geographic coverage and the number of 
meals delivered considered adequate or is there an 
unserved potential clientele? 
3. Does the present organization and administration of meals 
delivery allow for expansion? 
4. Is the delivery systom appropriate to the service? 
5. How is the volunteer component of the service recruited, 
utilized and developed? 
6. Is the quality and acceptabil tty cf meals adequate? 
7. \<lhat is involved in meal planning - special diets, 
regular diets? 
8. What resources are there in the community for the 
preparation of meals? 
9. What financial arrangements are involved in meals 
delivery - clients, funders? 
10. How is cl lent el lgibi I ity for meals service established-
screening, agency referrals? 
11. What are the staffing arrangements for the service? 
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12. What are the procedures for a) referral b) screening c) 
delivery d) collection of fees e) meeting goals of the 
service? 
13. Vlhat is t~l8 relationship of Meals on \'Jheels to Home Care 
and other ambulatory services? 
14. What additional opportunities and alternatives are there 
. for providing meals service? 
It is further agreed that: 
1) the research consultant meet with the Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
or designated sub-committee regularly to present for discussion reports 
on study progress. 
2) at a time determined by the consultant, a discussipn be held with 
the Meals on Wheels Study Committee or designated sub-committee regarding the 
extent and demand for meals service and a decision made ?S to the scope 
and size of the m&als delivery service. The second phase of the consultant's 
activities wi I I then be related to size and scope of the meals service as 
determined by the t-.1eals on Wheels Study Committee. 
3) the final report contain recommendations for alternative methods 
of meals delivery, but that the implementation of recommendations concerning 
the auspices and subsidization of the program be the sole responsibility 
of the Meals on Wheels Study Committee. 
The translation of these terms of reference into a report that was to 
take a limited amount of time, and be undertaken with a I imited amount 
of resources, restricted the scope of the investigations. There was 
neither the time nor capacity to initiate fully original research, other 
than a series of surveys that were administered to suppliers, users, 
volunteers and referral agencies that are associated with the Meals on 
Wheels program. The primary source of data was drawn from records of the 
agency and other studies. The task of this report was to draw such material 
together to assess how present performance of the agency provides a base 
for meeting future needs. 
Nor was this study able to engage in the exercise of placing ~he delivery 
of this particular service within the ful I context of the social service 
system of the City. There are many Important changes occurring in the social 
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welfare field which are affecting the role of those private agencies 
offering very specific, limited service, on the strength of a high 
input of vo I unteer he I p. Therefore a fu II assessMent of t!~e future of 
a t~eals on \'/heels program would require a much more comprehensive analysis 
of the system changes that might be occasioned by changes in government 
legislation, funding arranqements, institutional reorganization. AI I that 
ccn be provided to members of the f'v1eals on l"lheels Study Committee in their 
report is data that wi I I give them a basis for considering future options 
for the agency. 
The emphasis in forming this assessment wi I I center on three criteria: 
a) the efficiency of the operation in I ight of increasing costs; 2) 
the nature and quality of the Meals on Wheels service offered to elderly 
and infirm people in the city; 3) and the abi I ity of the organization to 
meet increasing needs and respond to change. In some ways the last 
criteria may be the most importan~ for what determines the continuing 
value of an agency is its' capacity to evolve as conditions and challenges 
change. 
The report is divided into four sections. The first section presents a 
series of appraisals of rhe current prograM. There is a brief summary of 
the program and its administrative organization, followed by an investigation 
of statist i ca I data or program costs, income, c I i ents and mea Is served 
and cost benefit ratios. Using da-la comp i I ed from interviews, the reporT 
then offers a profile of present clients and volunteers. A comparison of 
the Vlinnipeg program to those operating in Hamilton, Ottawa, Saskatoon, 
Edmonton and Vancouver froms a third method for analysis and completes 
this section. 
The second section attempts to project factors relating to future performance 
of the program. First, there is an analysis of potential clients for the 
program. Seven population projections for \~innipeg provide the data to arrive 
at population projections for the aged in the years 1976 and 1981. The 1971 
study, Aging in Manitoba: Needs and Resources 1 by the Department nf l~ealth 
and Soc al Development fine tunes the projections To yield approximations of 
aged populations which may conceivably participate in this program. Accessibi I ity 
study data provides another qualifying criterion and the population projections 
are re-examined. The geographical areas of the city where the four highest 
densities of potential users, based on the above study are presented on a map 
to yield a visual representation. 
1. Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development, Division of 
Research, PI ann i ng and Program Deve I opment, "Aging in ~~ani toba: Needs 
and Resources," 1971. 
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Thfs is followed by a brief examination of factors affecting the future 
capacity of Meals on Wheels to perform. There is a review of vol~nteer 
resources, and issues posed by chang~s in government legislation. The 




2-1. History and Objectives of Present Service 
In 1961, the Welfare Counci I of Greater Winnipeg completed a study of 
homemaker services. 1 This included an examination of the homemaker 
services avai I able in Greater Winnipeg and a review of similar services 
in other parts of North America. In addition to a home help service, the 
report recommended the e!;.)tab I i shment of a Mea Is on \'lhee Is de I i very service 
for the home-bound, aged and infirm persons who were unable to prepare 
meals for themselves. It further recommended that •.• l!the meals delivery 
service be inaugurated as a pilot project within a defined area of Greater 
Winnipeg: that avai I able hospital or other coMmunity faci I ities within the 
pilot area be used for the preparation of meals; and that the project be 
evaluated in terms of the nutritional, social and physical benefits of the 
programme before it is extended to other parts of the city.H2 An Action 
Committee was appointed by the ~lei fare Planning Counci I to follow up these 
recommendations. This Committee evolved a plan, which was subsequently 
adopted, for establishing a Home Help Service under the-sponsorship 
of the Victorian Order of Nurses and the Meals Oel ivery Service under the 
sponsorship of the Home Welfare Association. The decision to use existing 
agencies was made because of the preference for unifying administration 
and costs of social services in the community, rather than increasin~ the 
number of separate agencies. 
The Home Welfare Association was asked by the Community Welfare Planning 
Counci I in 1964 to consider the feasibi I ity of the provision of a meals 
on wheels delivery service by their agency. After due consideration, the 
Board of Directors of the Home Welfare Association agreed to undertake the 
provision of this service and final approval was given for the inauguration 
of a meals delivery service in May 1964 by the Board of the Planning Counci I. 
Initial financing was obtained for a three year pilot project, from the 
Rotary Club of Winnipeg, the Winnipeg Foundation and the Provincial Depart-
ment of Health and Welfare, and the first meals were delivered on June 30th 
1965. The Community Chest, forerunner of the United Way, was not asked for 
funding at this time. Request for funding from this source was postponed 
unti I the program was evaluated three years later. The Winnipeg project was 
the first 
1. Report of Study Committee on Homemaker ServiEes. Welfare·Counci I of 
Greater Winnipeg, November 1961. 
2. Op. cit. 
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in Canada to begin to deliver meals on a five day a week basis. In 
its first year of operation, 10,308_meals were delivered. The Meals 
were prepared by the t~an i toba Rehab i I i tati on Hasp ita I. This ormm i zati on 
served the proaram unti I the end of June 1970. 
Orininal Ob.Jectives 
The original Meals Delivery Service Prooram was the delivery hy volunteers 
of a hot, nutritious noon-day meal, five days a week to the aoed, infirm 
or handicapped who were unable to prepare meals because of disabi I ity 
or lack of faci I ities. The philosophy of the oriainal pronram was 
based on the need to provide support to a9ed, infirm or handicapped 
persons to enab I e them to maintain their independence in their own horres, 
as I ong as the provision of the Mea Is De I i very Service ( 1) in no way 
contributed to the "shut-in'' state (2) in no way made the recipient 
less self-dependent or less self directing (3) in no wav rei ieved the 
family of responsibi I ity which they can and should assume (4) in no 
way prevented the institutionalization of a recipient who is unable to 
live at home safely and securely, and finally, is supplementary to their 
present way of I ife. 
To qualify for service by the proqram, it was reouired that clients 
be either homebound, with no one to shop for food; or unable to visit 
restaurants or shop for food on a re~ular basis; or be without prooer 
cooking faci I ities or without the abi I ity to acquire or use them. 
2-2. Previous Studies of \vi nn l,peq Pro_g_r_9m 
a) Nutritional Studies 
Several nutritional studies have been undertaken in connection with the 
Winnipeg Program. A report produced in 1964 studied the dietary intake 
of a group of 74 home-bound aged persons. 3 The diets of this 0roup 
were found to be low in animal protein foods, fruits and veqetables 
and predominating in bread and cereal products. Sixty-seven pPrcent 
of the 0roup received fewer calories than the amoL''lt recommended in the 
Canadian Dietary Standard as maintenance requirement for persons of their 
age and body size. Other findin9s included the followinn: only 15~ 
3. Food Practices and Nutrient Intake of Aninn Home-Round lndividunls 
----- -----------·-- -·--·---------------by Dietary History and BiocheMic~at~, E. Feniak and R. Johnson. 
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received diets adequate in alI nine nutrients4 checked; the percentaoe 
of the group whose dietary intake fel I below the rRcommended levels of 
the Canadian Dietary Standard for particular nutrients included 45% 
for Vitamin A, 39% for iron, 31% for ascorbic acid, 28% for calcium and 
25% for thiamine. The report concluded that .. "lnsufficient food intake 
is a serious threat to the health and independence of the elderly. 
A Meals on Wheels pronram would be a valuable aid in raisinn the nutritional 
status of these elderly people to an acceptable level, and undoubtedly 
could effect the remarkable improve~ent in health, stren9th and morale 
that has been noted where pro(1rams of-this type have been instituted. '' 5 
A later small scale study by C.t•1. Moore6 compared the food intake of 
two groups of elderly indivfduals. The experimental ~:woup was mainly 
home-bound and associated with the ~1eals Delivery Service. The control 
group was not home-bound. In the case of the experi menta I 9roup, food 
intake before and after receipt of the Meals Delivery Service was exa~ined. 
Briefly, evaluation of nutrient intake showed Vitamin A and ascorbic 
acid to be the nutrients most frequently consu~ed in less than recommended 
levels among both groups. Calories and protein were frequently consumed 
in less than recommended levels, aMOng the home bound oroup. The control 
group had a better intake of food both in quantity and nuality than 
the home-bound <lroup. After ten weeks of meals delivery the food intake 
of the experi menta I a roup was found to have iMproved both in quantity 
and quality. Hov1evcr 1 the report pointed out that a laroer scale, 
longitudinal study would be required for a more adequate assessrent of 
the value of a meals delivery pro(1ram on the nutritional status of 
home-bound elderly persons. 
A study conduct8d by the School of Home Econol"'li cs, University of Han itoba ,1 
found that except for calories, calcium and riboflavin, the Meals on 
It/heels noon meal contributed the entire amount of. nutrients recommended 
for adults. The noon meal was also found to be oarticularly valuable 
to persons on a special therapeutic diet. However a later report8 
4. Nutrients checked: Calories, protein, calcium, iron, vitamin A, 
thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, ascorbic acid. 
5. op. cit. page 3. 
6. Nutrition of two groups of Independent Elderly Individuals, Preliminary 
Assessment of a Meals Delivery Program, C.~1. ~1oore, t~ay 1966. 
7. op. cit. Note 1, Chapter 2. (page 26). 
8. Eva I uati on of Mea Is on Whee I ~The~_~uti_~_q_i_e_t__Servi ce, Professor 
D. ~~. Baxter, Faculty of Home Economics, Universi.ty of Manitoba. 
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which examined the dietary intake of the 31 recipients of ~~eals Delivery 
Service who were receiving therapeut_ic diets in June 1970 recommended 
that a periodic evaluation system be devised to assess the deoree to 
which clients adhere to special diet restrictions and to review the 
necessity for continuation of therapeutic diet regimes. It also recommended 
that a nutrition counselling service be avai I able to all Heals on Wheels 
clients on a reaular basis. 
Four important factors emerge from these studies. First, the importance 
of providin9 nutritionally control led meals for a9ed, infirm and disabled 
persons because of a lack of knowledge faci I ities or motivation on 
their part to prepare and eat a nourishing and nutritionally balanced 
diet. Second, the importance of providin9 a nutritionally balanced 
normal or therapeutic diet as a preventive and supoortive health measure. 
Third, the importance of delivered meals in the provision of the 
nutritional requirements of clients and the maintenance of the nutritional 
status of home-bound persons. Fourth, the imoortance of incorporatina 
periodic evaluation and dietetic counsel ling into a service such as 
t-1ea Is on Whee Is. 
b) Eva I ua}ion of Th_ree-Year Pi I ot Project 
The three year pi lot project begun in June 1965 was evaluated by the 
Community i'lel fare Planning Counci I in a Report pub I ished in June 1969. 
Its recommendations are set out below. 
1. It is recommended that the ~'1eals on \'/heels service be continued 
under the auspices of the Home Welfare Association. 
2. It is recommended that the ~1eals on \~heels service be extended to 
cover the whole of Metropolitan Winnipeg. 
3. It is recommended that the service cover a seven-day-a-week mea Is 
delivery where necessary. 
4. It is recommended that a more formal ntechnical committee 11 than 
the present advisory committee be formed. This committee should 
include practicing dieticians, representatives from the medical 
profession and the health and social service f;elds. 
5. It is recommended that ways and means be actively explored to exoand 
the service as required by either different local bases for the 
preparation of meals, or possibly by distribution of a frozen, 
prepackaged meal. 
6. It is recommended that continued f i nanci a I suo port be obtai ned 
through such sources as the municipalities of Metropolitan ~~innipe9, 
7. 
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the United 'day of Greater \'ii nn i pe~, The \'linn i pe~ Foundation, and 
the Department of Health and Social Services. 
It is recommended that consideration be given to the possibi I ity 
of extended human contact to people receiving this service, and that 
in general a greater effort be made on a wide basis to alleviate 
loneliness in the city. 
To what extent •t~ere these recommendations implemented? After the pi lot 
period, the Meals on 'dheels Service continued to be operated under 
the auspices of the Home Welfare Association, the service was extended 
to a seven day a week service where necessary and the financial supoort 
for the program continued to be drawn from the sources recommended. 
However, although the service has expanded qeoqraphically since 1970, 
it is sti II a I imited service, not available in the whole of t~etropol itan 
Winnipeg; the recommended 'technical committee' has no..!_mat_~r:..i__~_zed, 
the service has not been decentralized or diversified and the amount of 
. ----------
human contact provided to peoplereceivin__g__ this ser'!__ice-L-b_y__the ~c_o_q_ram 
itself, is, althouah valuable, fairly minimal. 
c) Rec~nt Program Evaluation 
In 1974, a Program Review and information gatherin0 report was produced 
by a United Way Research Associate for the use of the United \•lay and 
the Home 1:/elfare Association. It provided a description of prooramrr1e 
elements and functioninq, a profile of clientele and briefly discussed 
the feasibi I ity of providin0 different models of service. Its findinqs 
did point out financial and other difficulties that the prooram was 
experiencing and suggested that more thought should be niven to 
examining alternative models of operation for the ~1eals on \'/heels 
Delivery Service. It essentially paved the way for the present report. 
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2 - 3 OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PRESENT PROGRA~1 
a) Present Meal Del ivary Systems 
The Meals on Wheels Program is a service to deliver a hot, nutritious 
noon day meal to shut-ins, convalescents and the aged and infirm. Heals 
are purchased from the Health Sciences Centre, which provides on average 
150 meals a day and from Tache Nursing Centre, which provides up to 30 
meals a day. It is a seven day a week service. Meals are despatched 
from these two hospital sources each morning and collected and delivered 
by volunteers who use their own cars for this purpose. No payment of 
any kind is made to the volunteers. During 1974, a total of 57,228 
meals were delivered, 35,267 being normal hot meals, 18,883 being special 
diet meals and 3,078 being bag suppers. 
The Me31 s from the Health Sciences Centre are pr·epared in the Chi I dren 's 
Hospital kitchen in the Rehabil ltation Hospital and despatched from the 
Outpatients E~trance of The Rehabil ltation Hospital. About half the meals 
prepared in this kitchen are for Meals on Wheels. Other meals are prepared 
for the Children's Hospital and the Rehabilitation Hospital Cafeteria. 
Each client has a card which is filed in a card index. Records are kept 
by the hospital dietician. On each card Is recorded the type of diet, 
(special diets are colour coded) special I ikes and dis! ikes, whether 
weekend mea_ls are delivered and route number. Incoming information from 
clients, collected by volunteers and the :-lome \velfare Association staff, 
is fed into the card index system. When a new client is referred, his 
diet is discussed with the Home Welfare Association, he is allocated 
to a particular route and a card made up for him. Each morning, the 
hospital dietician receives a cal I from the H~me Welfare Association 
explaining route changes and special problems. Food menus follow a six 
week cycle to avoid repetition. Tin fol I trays on which the hot meals are 
served are stored in a I a:-·ge even wanner. J~ea Is are despatched in 
metal ovens with 8 shelves, and insulated bags. There are one or two 
ovens for each route. These are kept warm unti I the volunteer collects 
the meals for his route. The meals are despatched from the lobby of tr.e 
Outpatients Department of the Rehabilitation Centre. Ovens come up from 
the kitc'lan in the same rotation each day and volunteers :1re given an 
appropriate time for collection. The meals are despatched to volunteers 
by one of the welfare workers, who checks the oven, route cards and 
allocates the meals to volunteers. <A time study and description of 
present despatching and delivery systems from the Health Sciences Centre 
are set out below.) 
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Time Study of Present Preparation, D~spatching and Delivery Systems 
From the Health Sciences Centre. 
8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m.- 11:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. - 11 :45 a.m. 
11:05 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 
11:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
preparation and cooking of food. 
technician I ines up menus and bags. 
dishing up and packaging of meals in kitchen. 
transferral of ovens from kitchen to despatching 
area by kitchen technician. 
despatching.of ovens from Outpatients lobby 
of Rehabilitation Centre tti volunteers. 
Help given by Welfare worker to volunteers with 
loading. 
delivery of meals to clients by volunteers. 
return of ovens and insulated bags to 
Rehab! I itation Centre lobby by volunteers. 
The returned ovens are collected from the lobby by kitchen staff and 
taken downstairs for use the next day. 
Each afternoon, the c~'d meals (bag suppers) are pre-prepared for 
the next day and sandwiches are stored on trolleys in a large, walk-
in refrigerator. One member of staff is responsible for assembling 
the cold meals. Puddings, fruit, juice etc. are assembled on the 
morning of the day of despatch. Special desserts have to be collected 
from the General Hospital on the day of despatch. 
Records and Operating Procedures 
A case history file is maintained on each client containing detai Is of 
name, address, age, source and reason for referral, type of diet etc. 
Initial and subsequent information about clients are entered in this file. 
A mas~·er control of meals delivered and a file of referrals is kept in 
addition to other statistics. 
The program operates f0urteen routes from the Health Sciences Centre 
and three from Tache Nursing Centre. Detailed routes and detailed 
delivery instructions are prepared by the welfare workers for volunteers. 
Route charges have to be incorporated for each day on the route sheets 
if new clients enter or old clients leave the program, and the·hospital 
has ~c be informed of chan~es. This is a particularly time consuming task. 
Information from the daily volu~teer report sheets for each route indicating 
time at which each meal is delivered and any special problems must also 
be processed daily. 
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Although many volunteers who drive the r~utes and d~liver meals offer 
their time on a regular basis such as weekly or bi-weekly on a particular 
day, each morning any gaps in the driving rota must be fi I led • 
Telephoning volunteers for this purpose is done by any member of staff 
who is available. 
Each of the two Welfare workers despatches meals from the two hospital 
sources, often drive a route themselves and receive back the despatching 
ovens at the hospitals when returnerl. Screening interviews are normally 
undertaken in the afternoon. At weekends, a part-time despatcher is 
used to despatch meals at the Health Sciences Center. 
The cyclical nature of the work does create pressures on the staff at 
certain times of the day and certain times of the month, but on the 
whole, the program seems to operate smoothly and the organization is 
extremely efficient at providing a regular and reliable noon time service 
to clients. 
Diagram 1. Administrative Structure Governing ~1eals on Wheels 




Board (Home Welfare Assoc.) 
President Hon. Treasurer 
Vice President Exec. Director (ex offices 
Hon. Sec. 14 additional members 
f----715 standing 
[Committees 
Executive Director (ful 1-t1me 
Program Staff ~ -----Weekend 
Dispatcher 
Supervisor Welfare Worker Dietician (part-time) 
(ful 1-time) (ful 1-time) (part-time) 
Secretarial/ 
Admin. Staff J J. ~ 
Assistant Administrator/ Clerk/ ypist Clerk/typist 
Reception (full-time) (part-time) (part-time) 
Diagram 1 shows the administrative structure of the program as of Apri I 15, 
1975. Thumbnail sketches of the present functions of staff can be found 
in Appendix Ill. S i nee this date some changes have taken pI ace in Board 
membership although the offices and overal I membership have re~ained the 
same. Also, two paid staff members, the part-time dietician and ti1e 
assistant administrative person have been laid off 
of funds to pay them. 
because of shortage 
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Based on observ<tious cf the program, and discussions with staff, the 
following overal I assessment can be made of the present operation. 
1. Despite despatching difficulties at th3 Health Sciences Centre, 
Tt is extrerre1y efficient in providing a regular, rei !able, noon-
time service to clients. 
2. C.entral co-ordination and administra-tion allows tight coi'trol over 
-the quality and regularity of service. 
3. Present program staff work hard and are ex-tremely ~elI mo-tivated. 
They c.re also successful in generating considerable commi-tmen-t 
and enthusiasm from volun-teers who par-ticipa-te in -the program. 
4. The mainly cen-tralized model of opera-tion provides an easily 
identifiabiG focus for referrals, complaints e-tc. 
5. Routing ~nd o-ther ins-truc-tions are carefully worked ou-t by s-taff 
. for volunteers. This minimizes delivery problems. 
6. Despi-te recen-tly acquiring Tache Nursing Centre as a second source of 
supply, the present highly centralized main source of supply-a-t -the 
Health Sciences Centre inhibi-ts expansion of the program as the 
Health Sciences Cen-tre has a I imit (of 150 on average) of -the number 
of meals it can provide. 
7. On days when more than. 150 meals are required from the Health 
Sciences Centre, kitchen staff are put under great pressure. 
8. Present despatching arrangemen-ts from the outer lobby of the 0UT-
patiAnt entrance of the Rehab! I itation Hospital are nothing short 
chaotic on busy days, especially in the winter. Wai-ting volunteer 
cars cause parking con0estion outside and continual opening and 
closing of -the lobby doors causes draf-ts and inconvenience for 
pa-tients and· hospi-tal staff. 1-t is only because of the great efficiency 
and patience of the despa-tching welfare worker and volunteers tha-t 
-the service has continued -to function so smoothly. If the hospital 
would allow the program to use the underground car park close to 
the kitchen exi-t, many of the despatching problems associated with 
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the Health Sciences Centre could be alleviated. 
9. The Board might be able to take .a more dynamic leadership role 
in providing impetus for the development of the program, if it 
included representative members from related agencies. 
10. A great deal of the time of ful I time professional staff, i.e. 
the two welfare workers, is at present spent doing clerical and 
despatching duties. If more part-time or volunteer help could 
be used for despatching, this would release some of the time of 
professional staff for administrative, management, training and 
development work, if changes in the organization of the program 
were made. 
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2 - 4 
b) Comparison with Other Progra~s 
Outside Winnipeg in Manitoba, eight programs operating from hospitals in 
the prov i nee are knm·m to the Manitoba Hea I th Services Commission. 9 
AI I these programs operate on a smal I scale, using hospitals or nursing 
homes as the supplier of meals to deliver to, on average> about a dozen 
ho~e-bound persons; up to five days a week; in smal I towns and 
rural areas. Dietetic assistance is provided by hospital or central 
Health Services Commission staff. Another smal I scale program operates 
in Virden 10 from January 'to April. It is sponsored by the Virden Kinette 
Club. The meal is P'~epared in the private homes of those providing the 
service. Clients, referred by agencies such as V.O.N., local health 
or welfare representatives or. by doctors, friends etc. are accepted 
without further investigation and pay only for the raw food costs of the 
meal. The program is admi~istered and the meal cooked ard delivered 
by volunteers, once a week. The meal is served ir. the evening. 
Val ld comparisons cannot easily be made between these kind of smal I 
scale Meals on Wheels Programs described above, operating elsewhere in 
the province 13nd a service as extensive and complex as the program 
operating in Winnipeg. It should also be pointed out that any ~~eals 
on Wheels Program is designed in relation to the needs of the community it 
serves. This also makes direct comparisons difficult. A report 11 
conducted vy the Research and Statistics Directorate, Department of 
National Health <'ncl Welfare and published in 1971 documented information 
on 62 Meals on Wheels Programs oper0ting throughout Canada in 1970. 
Table 18 is a summary of the information collected from a telephone 
survey to five other cities in Canada having Meals on Wheels programs. 
Whereas these programs operate in different cities, with different systems, 
it should be expected that differences arise. However it is not the 
intent of this report to account for differences in comparable data 
between Winni~eg and the other cities. The nature of tbis type of 
evaluation is illustrative only. 
9. List of these programs can be found in Appendix I. 
10. Vide, Report of Meals on Wheels Survey. Research and Statistics 
Directorate, Dept. of i'Jatlonal Health and Welfare, Ottawa, 1971. 
11. Op. Cit. (vid. note 10). 
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TABLE 1A: HEALS ON V/HEELS TELEPHONE SURVEY 
Jul-r 14-15, 1975 
Ottawa Hami I ton Saskatoon Edmonton Vancouver 
Food Sources: 
Hospital X X X X 
Institution X X 
.Private X X X 
Total Outlets 15 1 1 4 6 
Cost per meal to 
agencies 85¢ $1.32 $1.00 $1.35 
Cost per meal to $1. 1 0/ s 1 .20 $1.50 
cl lent S2.00 (subsidized~ 
Number of meals 125- 50- 180- 300-
delivered each day 135 140 50 190 500 
-
Delivery Staff X 
Volunteers used for 
1 
de I i ve·ry X X X X X 
Administration: 
ful I time staff 1 1 2 1 1 
part time staff 2 3 
Number of volunteers 300 138 6 each 200 700 
day 
Present Program: 
hot food X X X X X 
cold food X 
Lunch tirr.e 
delivery X X X X 
-----·-·-
* Only 30% of clients in 1974 paid $2.25 per meal. The remaining 70% 
re~eived differing levels of subsidy from ~eferring agencies)·or 
paid for their meal on a sl !ding scale determined by the Home 
















Welfare Association. However, 68.8% of clients paid for themselves 
at the ful I rate or at an appropriate level according to their means. 
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O·~tawa and Edmonton are two examples of cities maximising three different 
food supply sources. Vancouver rei ies on private aoencies, 
Hami I ton and Saskatoon rely on single hospital outlets for food supply. 
Currently Winnipeg uti I izes two resources for its meals. 
In Winnipeg the costs of the ~1eals to the program differs from $1.25/meal 
from the Tache Nursing Home to $1.50 from the Health Sciences Centre. 
This price is higher than the other cities. The cost of the meal to 
the client is also higher in Winnipeg than in the other cities for 
which data is provided. No data is available to compare food preparation 
costs. 
Delivery of meals is basically a volunteered service. There is no mileage 
allowance rr.ade· in Winnipeg to volunteers. · fn Vancouver mileage allowance 
is provided for the pick up of meals and del Ivery of them to the 
decentralized district distribution centres. In Edmonton a daily de!ive~y 
fee is charged for the hiring of a taxi to deliver ~eals along a con-
centrated downtown route. 
In Apri I, 1975, there were 183 clients being served in Winnipeg. The 
range of clients being served in other cities was from 50 to 60 in 
Saskatoon to 500 in Vancouver. In alI the cities the meals were delivered 
by volunteers except in Ottawa where some staff participate in the delivery 
aspect on a.regular basis. 
The Winnipeg Program was shown to be one of the most sophisticated mJde!s 
operating in Canada in terms of number of clients served, uninterrupted 
daily service and f!exibi lity of diets offered to clients. Diagr~m 2 
shows the proportion of programs operating in Canada in 1970 serving 
varying numbers of meals. They are grouped by number (average or maximum) 
of recipients who can be served per serving day. Winnipe~ was one of 
six programs serving the largest number of meals each serving day. 
Diagram 2. Programs Operating in Canada in 1970, Grouped by Number of 





























A number of interesting points emerged from reviewing programs operating 
in Canada. 
1. In almost alI cases, private cars driven by volunteers were the main 
form of transport for t1ea Is on Whee Is Programs and were used to de I i ver 
meals. In about 10% of. programs, a hired Van or special vehicle 
loaned free of charge either supplemented or replaced the private 
car/volunteer delivery system. 
2. In al~ost alI cases, no mileage or maintenance allowances were paid 
for the use of private cars to deliver meals. 
3. Fifty per cent of the programs do not do their own investigation of 
clients who are referred and either rely on the judgement of other 
agencies, social workers, V.O.N. and public nurses etc. to dete~ine 
the level of need; or, consider application by a client as sufficient 
indication of need. There are problems created by not investigating 
client referrals: for example, where the demand for the service is 
greater than the number of meals that can be provided, it is difficult 
to deter~ine priority areas; also where criteria for referral have 
not been agreed between the Program and referring agencies and individuals; 
and where the referral is not fully supported by the potential client. 
4. When examined in isolation, the Winnipeg program does appear rather 
labour intensive in terms of the ratio of number of paid man hours 
Yo number of meals served. Howev~r, the number of ~3~d man hours 
used in the Winnipeg program does not compare unfavourably with 
the number of paid man hours used in several other larger programs. 
5. One program wh.ich does seem to have developed a particular·ly effective 
model of operation in terms of cost and delivery systems is the 
Vancouver model. The program in Vancouver is highly decentralized 
and organized on a neighbourhood concept. There are 13 ~-1ea Is on 
\1heels ~ 1eighbourhood Units each with its own group of volunteers. 
Each unit has a chairman, a day captain per day, driver/server teams 
and a screener who does initial visits and follow-up. At any one 
time there are about 600 cl ier1ts on the program. Special therapeutic 
diets and Chinese and Kosher meals can be suppl led. The program 
uses up to six suppliers, Pacific Western Airlines being the major· 
caterer. There is a smal I staff, t~o and one half, inclu?ing a 
co-ordinator, a food supervisor who works with caterers and spe::ial 
diets and clerical staff. The total cost per meal ·in 1973 including 
administration was $1.40. The Vancouver program ~s a good example 
of how efficient and flexible a decentralized system, using diversified 
sources of supply can be. 
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2--5. Op_eratinrJ Costs and Benefits 
There is a ~rowinq recoqnition in the social services that calculations 
of cost effectiveness in pronramminn is a necessary component of their 
policy-making. Traditionally, bud~et analysis was aeneral ly treated 
separately from estimates of effectiveness in del iverv of services. 
However, with the increasing squeeze on budaets, and the concurrent 
skepticism over the value of many social proqrams , the necessity of 
"case costinq" is most apparent. 8y this method, certain indications 
such as number of clients served, lenqth of service, administrative 
and food unit costs per client, can be used to determine the performance 
of the agency. Obviously there are many I imitations to this method. 
The most noteworthy one in this case, is the naps in- information reauired 
to make proper comparisons. In fact, this particular evaluation just 
reinforces the obvious need to develop a central system of information, 
monitoring and cost accounting proceedures usinq computer technolony 
for use by the many private agencies workina in Winnipea. 12 
Nonetheless, the followinq analysis of budaet requirements provide 
information whereby the relationship between I]Oals of the acency and 
its performance can be measured. 
a) Budaet 
Table 1 and 2 provide a statistical comparison for the years 1970-1074. 
Tab I e 1. _?ources_~f_l ncome 1 He_a_I_~_Q_n \vhe~_s_ 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
Sale of Heals 34,766 48' 327 57,480 75,914 $98,726 
United Way of Winnipeg 5,240 7,000 6,139 6 '917 6,304 
The Winnipeg Foundation 5,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
Provi nee of ~-1an i toba 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Other (e.q. interest on 
accounts) --- 315 288 255 308 
---- ---- --~--- --------
Total Income 50,006 66.642 74,907 94,086 1161338 
--- ----- --- ---- ---·-·-
12. See Jerome Recker, tlf\1easuri nq Cost Effectiveness in Human Service 
Proqrams", Canadian V/elfare, Jan .. - Feb. 1975, Vol. S1, No.1. 
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From this table it is seen that increases in total income has been 133%, 
whereas the increases in total expenditures has been 154%. 
Two important facts eMer0e from these statistics. First, is that food 
costs have been increasing at a hioh and steady rate. Second is that 
the income froM funding agencies has not increased proportionately, 
therefore the incoMe froM food sales has continually been used to 
cover administrative deficits. 
The salary increases appear moderate by comparison to overall waoe 
increases. However, the costs for other administrative items experienced 
a noticeable jump in 1972-74, attributed to the risin0 cost of new 
accommodation and increases in autoMobile expenses to staff. 
Food cost is an externally controlled item. ,1\dministrative costs and 
salary expenses are theoretically \•dthin the budgeting capacity of the 
program's organization. If it~s possible to control or restrict sharp 
increases in administration budget categories, the savings could 
be used to offset the increasing cost of food. As it, seems un I ike I y 
that major cut backs can be gained due to deMands for expansion, then 
additional grant income to the program wi I I have to offset these adMinistrative 
costs. 
b) Service 
One issue that faces the program is what .has been its out put, relative 
to cost. 
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One measurement is a simple presentation of the number of meals the 
.proqram has been delivering over the years, as depicted in Table 3. 



















The program has expanded over the five year period 1970 - 1974 by 
83% or an average growth of 16.5% annually. That is, the number of 
me~l2 _ _9_~1iver:_ed _:!_9_ the_JJ_sers of the___!2I_o__g_ram has increased by 83~ over 
the five y~ar period yielding an avera9e increase in the number of 
meals to clients of 16.5%. To what degree, however, is the program 
actually meeting needs in terms of exoandinq the number of clients 
served? 
Breaking the budgetary figure into specific components, gives a more 
precise picture of the different Indices of service in the pro~ram. 
Table 4. ·Yea_r:_~nd Total lncr_ease of Clients 1?69-1973 (actual & percent) 
Total No. Yearly Yearly Percent 
of Clients Increase Increase 
-----
1969 349 4 1.1 
1970 353 4 1.1 
1971 421 68 19.3 
1972 452 31 7.4 
1973 463 11 2.4 
1969-1973 114 32.6 
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In the five year period, 1969-1973 the total number of clients served 
by the proqram increased by 32.6%. Not all the clients reMain on 
the program for the duration of the year but are obi iqated to a minimum 
period of 10 days. It has not been possible to consider environmental 
factors, e.9. Winnipeg's harsh winter climate, as variables determininq 
the frequency of the number of the clients monthly or seasonally. It 
is not known if there are qeneral ly more clients at some times of the 
year as opposed to others. Further to this, it is not assertained how 
many of the clients in 1969 were clients in 1970 to 1973. 
The increases in the number of clients have not been constant, jumpinq 
from 4 to 68 in one year and droppinq to 31 representinq percentaoe 
increases of 1%, 19% and 7% ·respectively. It is loqical to assume that 
if the program was able to respond to these irregularities in clients 
over the years, then it suggests a degree of 'slack' in the administrative 
capacity of the prograM. 
Table 5_. Yearly and Total lncrea~j_n NuMber q_f f'-1eals 1969-1973 
(actual and percent) 
Tota I Number Yearly Year I y Percent 
of ~1eals Increase Increase 
----
1969 26194 
1970 31275 5081 19.4 
1971 39256 7981 25.5 
1972 43523 4267 10.9 
1973 49603 6080 14.0 
1969-1973 23409 89.4 
Table 5 shows that in the same five years 1969-1973, the number of meals 
served to clients on the program increased nearly 90%. In fact, the 
yearly increase in number of meals by percent out paced yearly increases 
in number of clients, as seen by comparison to data in Table 5. A 
more meaningful comparison of meals per client is presented in Table 6. 
Tab I e 6. YeaJ:.!_y_Number_ of ~~ea Is to Number of C I i ents_!_%9-1 ~{_~. 
Year Mea_!2_~ C I i ent 
1969 26194 349 75. 1 
1970 31275 353 88.6 
1971 39256 421 93.2. 
1972 43523 452 96.3 
1973 49603 463 107.1 
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Table 6 is constructed by dividing the total number of meals per year 
by the total number of clients and represents an average number of 
meals consumed by a client. In 1969.a client averaged 75 meals. In 
1973 a client averaged 107 meals. This relationship suggests that clients 
~, on the average, remaining on the program longer. In simple demand 
supply rela"tionship, this meant that the nature of the Heals on Wheels 
Program was changing from a social service based on short term transition 
periods to longer term, perhaps permanent dependency service to its 
clients. 
Table 7. Yearly and Total Increase Food and Packaqing Costs 
1969-1973 (actual and percent) 
Total Cost Yearly Increase % Increase 
1969 $18,606 
1970 25, 199 6,593 35.4 
1971 35,335 10,136 40.2 
1972 37,907 2,572 7.3 
1973 49,488 11,581 30.6 
-
1969-1973 30,882 166.0% 
Table 7 represents the increases on cost of food and packaging for 
the five year period. These costs were increasing by a factor of 
nearly 166% over the five years. This increase can be-represented in 
an average cost per meal increase of from 71¢ to $1.00 in the five years. 
In terms of the food costs compared to the number of clients served, the 
per client cost doubled from $53.00 in 1969 to over $106.00. The trend 
of increase has not been consistent although in three separate years the 
increase has been consistently over 30% (see 1970,1971 and 1973), per 
year! Since the program unti I recently has had its meals supplied from 
one outside source it has been totally dependent on their cost formula. 
The lack of alternative sources, which might provide some competitive 
bedding on food supplies, has resulted in this critical cost area of 
the program being beyond control. It makes it imperative to test out 
other food sources. 
Table 8 presents the increases in total expenses from salary, office 
and building, and administration costs over the five years 1969-1973. 
Food and packaging costs are not included. The five year increase has 
been 190%. These increases have more than kept pace with the increase 
in food and packaging costs. This indicates that no efficiency in cost 
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Table 8. )'_e.9_!jy_ and Tota I Expe.nses and I nc~...?___}_~~9-1972_ 
(actual and percent) 
Total Expenses Y~aJ:J..y__l ncr_e_ase % I n <:.!:._e_a s e 
1969 15, 180 
1970 24,566 9;386 61.8 
1971 27,350 2,784 11.3 
19n 37,213 9,863 36.1 
1973 43~ 6, 780 18.2 
1969-1973 28,813 189. 8 'f., 
are ~ained by economies of scale, that is in expandinr the number of 
meals served, or clients served. 
It was previously found that clients were remaininr on the proaram 
lon9er and questions were raised as to the proaram's flexibi I ity to 
serve an increasing number of clients for lonaer periods. Because the total 
expenditure costs per client also increase with the program trend of 
i ncreas i nq number of c I i ents, }he____9_bJ_lj_t_'L_Oj __ t~I...?_QC.a_fl'!._t'2._s_e_r:__'{__~_mor:-~ 
~ople at a reduced cost per client rests on the ab_i_l_i_:t.'L_9_f __ tb_~_J?rO_r'JI:.~fl'!. 
jo check its -~flditures. Certain fixed costs may be reduced such as 
accommodation, but it cannot be expected that in inflation periods. 
salaries can be held below the goinq rate. The other area which-shows 
large increases, the travel allowance to staff 
to increase. 
can also be expected 
Tab I e _2_. Yea_!:_Ly __ ClQ.Q._l_ot~_!_ncrea~e_o_i_ Tq_t_i?J __ S_aj~s _ _Q_f_.J'~~i2__1_96~_1_2_7l_ 













'!ear l_y ~rease !_lncreq§_~ 
9,473 37. 5 
11,561 33. 3 
11 , 160 24. 1 
22,680 39. 2 
-----
54,874 217.0% 
Table 9 presents data of total income from the sale of meals 1969-1973. 
In the five year period the income. from meals has increased by 217%. 
The income from sales of meals has consistently shown a profit a~ainst 
the respective yearly increases in food and packaginq costs. Disreaarding 
infiationary devaluation of the dol l~r in 1969 the profit of meal 
sales compared to food and packaging ~osts was $6,688. With'r the 
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five year period the statistics reveal· an increasing profit and by 1973 
this income to food costs difference had increased by a factor of almost 
5 times the 1969 amount to over $32,000. 
These surpluses are naturally applied against administrative costs. 
As food costs rise, however, Jt may not be pos~ible to cor.tinual ly use 
income from food sales to cover these costs, as the necessity of trying 
to keep the cost to clients as low as possible wi I I require that food 
be distributed as close to cost as possible. Again the case is clear 
that additional grant monies shculd be made av~ilable, at least to cover 
administrative components of the service. Considering that the funding 
agencies have maintained almost a static posture over the pa~t five years, 
the case for increased grants to cover increased co~ts should be quite 
c I ear. 
In considering budget figures, those obtained for The 1974 year provide 
.basic substantiation of previous trends, with one major difference-
the large increase of clients over previous years. The number of ellen~; 
increased in 1974 by 190 over 1973, representing a 40% jump in one year. 
The number of meals increased by 15% to over 57,000, leading to a 
fal I in the meal per client ratio of 87 per client as opposed to 
107 in 1973. The average purchase cost per meal rose to I .24 
and the income from the scle of r~e~ls surpassed food and packa9ing 
c~sts by $27,932. The deficit in operation was also the highest, 
being close to $10,000. 
The impo~iant result in the 1974 figures, however, is the marked increase 
in clients served. It demonstrates a point made earlier that the admin-
istrative arm has a fair degree of stretch to handle additional clients. 
It is true that the number of meals served to clIents fel I off. But this 
sirrp I y shows there is a trade-off between I or:c,er term and shorter term 
users. 
If there is a desire to expand the range of service, the present administrative 
structure and the staff complement that existed before the cutback appears 
capable of handling a larg8r volume, without very large addi·~ton of cost. 
Where extra cost might occur is in establishing some form of outreach, 
information program designed to bri11g the service to more people. This 
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question wi I I be further discussed in subsequent sections of the 
report. 
Going over the material presented in a budget analysis, certain findings 
are clear. There has been a noticeable increase in administrative 
cost of the service, without commensurate addit.ion of grant monies. 
Thus, the additional cost is covered in the fee charged per meal. There 
is a serious omission of responsibility in this area, that can only be 
rectified by having a grant formula worked out with each funding agency 
that takes account of an annual increase of costs, based on present 
inflationary trends. Secondly, there is a serious need to develop means 
of planning for the orderly expansion of the program in order to insure 
that administrative capacity is used to its fullest. This wi I I require 
a more definite system of planning and a re-examination of the goals of 
the service. Also there are areas where priorities of service should be 
established. The question of ratio between long term and short term 
users must also be handled more effectively, possibly by adopting 
differential pricing policies, and there might be some savings by assessing 
the present accommodation of the agency. Although food is an externally 
control led cost, ways should be sought of producing some savings by' shopping 
around' exploring alternative sources of supply and discussing fair meal 
pricing policies with hospital representatives. Material presented later 
shows that a number of potential alternative sources of supply exist in 
the local community. 
To handle such cost-effectiveness techniques however is beyond the 
capacity of one smal I agency. To undertake the collection of data, the 
monitoring of the program and the analysis involved is not within the ken 
of ~~eals on Wheels, without adding substantially to administrative costs. 
~his puts the Meals on Wheels agency in the same position as many other 
smaller agencies, and it might be prudent for them to make the case to 
the United Way, or the Provincial Government both of which have resources 
that a centre for information gathering, ret~ieval and analysis be 
developed to serve agencies and aid them in gaining maximum service to 
clients for dol Iars spent. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CLI~~l~_OLUNT~E-~AND REFERRAL AGENCIES 
To acquire data on the differenT grcups of people that compose the 
operational network of the Meals on Wheels program, a series of surveys 
were administered. The results of these surveys form the basis of this 
part of the report 
3 - 1 Clients 
The following information was col iected from the group of 183 cl icnts 
who received meals from the program on \vednesday, April 23rd., 1975. 
Usable information was received from 156 clients, or 80% of the survey 
population. 13 Supplementary information was collected from the Home 
Welfare Association files and data. 
Based on information responses from 147 clIents, the following diagram 
i I lustrates an age profile of the clients. 
Diagram 3. Proportion of Clients in Different Aqe Groups 
(Percentages rounded to nearest ~hole number n=147) 
Age Group 
Proportion of 
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Assuming the sample of respondents is representative it is evidenced that 
more than 80% of the clients are aged 65 and ovP-r and 26% of the clients 
are aged 85 and over. \~hereas the progrr.1m was originally aimed at 
providing a service to a variety of potential users, the prime users 
of the progr?~m appears to be the elderly .• 
Females tend to be more >:requent users than males. Of the sample population 
of users it was determined that females compo3ed 63% of the clients. 
A very significant proportion of clients I ive alone. As the following 
table illustrates , nearly 85% of the clients questioned are alone, 19% 
being single, 57% widowed and 8% divorced or separated. 









10 single 8% divorced or I I married 
separated 
The occupational background of clients was similar to the national 
average shown by Census material for 1971* except that the client 
group showed a more than proportionate number of people belonging 
to the labouring and unski I led occupational group a;,d a rather less 
than proportionate number belonging to the clerical and crafts and 
production groups. The following table presents the occupational 
background profile of clients. 
* 
Vide, Perspective Canada, Table 6-8 "Employed by Occupational 
Group and sex" page 125, Ministry of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 
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Table 11: Occupational Backgro~nd of Clients (n=130) 
TYPE OF OCCUPATION PROPORT I 0:~ OF 
CLIENTS % 
1. Housewife 23.8 
2. Service, Tr2~~sport, Communications 21.5 
3. f\1anageri a I, Profess i ona I or Iechn i ca I 15.4 
4. Clerica I 10.8 
. 5. Crafts and Production 10.8 
6. Labour l ng and Unsk i I I ed \Vork 9.2 
7. Non-employable (because of disablement etc.) 3.8 
8. Farming or Agricultural Industry 3.8 
9. Logging, Hunting or Fishing 0.8 
100.0 
Accommodation 
The most common form of housing amongst the client group was the single 
family detached dwelling. Almrst 30% of the clients I ived in this form of 
housing. 14 Table 12 shows the ~roportion of clients I iving in different 
+ypes of crccornmodat ion. 
Tab I e 12: Proportion of C I i ents Living in Different Types of Accom 1odat ion 
(n=143) 
I 
TYPE OF ACCOfv1MODAT I ON PR0°0RT I 0: l 0 F 
CLIDJTS 1 
1. Single family detached 29.4 
2. Duplex 3.5 
3. Rooms or hotel 7.7 
4. Walk up apartment 12.6 
5. High-rise apartment 8.4 
6. Medium-rise apartment 9.8 
7. Senior citizens housing 23.8 
8. Friends or relatives 4.2 
9. Other 0.7 
100.0 




D~ration of Program 
Table 7 provided an indication that clients were remaining on the 
program longer. Surveying a client population of 155 users it was found 
that 60% of those clients had been users of the program for more than 
6 months. Over 20% had been users for 2 years or more. This appears to 
confirm the findings of the budget analysis and hightl ights again the 
problem that shorter term users require the same amount of administrative 
input and expenditures as longer term users, but contribute less to the 
program in their purchase of meals which presently is a major source of 
revenue covering administrative costs. 
Unti I a further refinement of data is undertaken, the imp I !cations of 
the client profile are that 60% of them remain on the program for 6 months 
or more and are long term users; the remainder, 40%, uti I ize the service 
for periods from a minimum of 10 days up to 6 months and are short term 
users. 
It does reinforce the previously stated need for an effective monitoring 
system to maintain a constant view of utilization of the program. Under 
such a system a change in the balance between long and short term users, 
and what such a change would signify in budgetary terms, could be detected, 
and perhaps corrected. It may also require that the board of the agency 
in connection with referral agencies examine the issue of length of service 
and determine a more specific policy trying to establish a workable formula 
for determining the balance between different users and what difference it 
may have in the pricing of the service. 
Cooking Facilities 
The data indicated that the majority of clients have cooking facilities, 
approximately 94% having a stove or hot plate and 84% having a 
refrigerator. 
Referrals 
There are several re~sons for referral to the Meals on Wheels program. 
Some clients are post-operative referrals from hospitals, some are 
referred because of chronic illness or long-term disabi I ity and some are 
referred because of malnutrition or because of inabl lity or unwl I lingness 
to shop or cook. Often the reason for. referral is a combination of the 
above factors. Table 13 illustrates reasons for referral. 
Table 13. Reasons for Referral (n=177) 
REASONS FOR REFERRAL 
1. Unable to prepare meals. 
2. Heart disease. 
3. Other health reasons. 
4. Not eating proper! y. 
5. Arthritis. 
6 • I mmo b i I i ty. 















There were 809 referrals to the program in 1974. 509 or 62.9% of alI 
referrals were started on the program. The following Table provides the 
data of the course and number of referrals. 
Table 14 
1974 %Starting from tJon-
Source of Referrals Total Starts Referra l_~ou r~~ Starts -----
Home Care Prograws 219 158 72.1 61 
Other Hospital Depts. 6 - d 6 p 
V.O.N. 101 55 54.5 46 
Physicians 8 5 63.0 3 
Other agencies/ 
per-sons 131 61 46.6 70 
Self 118 70 59.3 48 
Relative 188 136 72.3 52 
Friend 38 24 63.2 14 
TOTAL REFERRALS 809 509 52.9 300 
Some referrals are rejected at the time of referral because Home Welfare 
Association criteria for inclusion on the program an~ not satisfied. 
However the majority of referrals are followed up by <'ln interview with 
the potentia I c I i ent. Tv-10 to three days norma II y e I apse between the c I i ent 
being referred and coming to the program. 
prog ra· 1 is required for each new c I i en+. 
A minimum of ten days on the 
The reasons for clients not 
being accepted on to the program were as follows. 
Table 15 
Reasons for Non-Starts 
ClIents made other arranjements 
Clients able to manage 
ClIents' idea of Programme no suitable 


















It was hoped that this report would provide more detailed information 
about the clIents who did not wish to be put on to the program or who 
terminated delivery of meals because they were able to manage and for 
other reasons. However, because it proved very difficult for the agency 
to provide the necessary names of clients within the time avai fable for 
the study, this analysis was not done. This would have qualified the 
information shown in the table above and provide valuable insights into 
the reasons why the program is unsuitable for significant numbers of 
potential clients. 
Income and Fees 
It has been shown that a significant proportion (80% averaged 65 and over) of 
14ea Is on Whee Is c I i ents are eIder ly. Despite federa I programs to rna i nta in 
income in old age such as Old Age Security payments and the Guaranteed 
Income Supplement, there is evidence that the elderly are suffering from an 
income gap in relation to other qroups in the population. The Old Aqe 
Security is not Intended to provide for total maintenance, but rather to 
provide a basic pension as a floor on which Canadians could build a retirement 
income.· The seriousness of this limitation may be judged by the fact that 
in August, 1970 476,110 pentioners, or 28% ~the total had no other sour-ce 
·of income. An additional 347,970 or 20.5%/~eceived part of the G. I .S. had 
an outside income of less than $62 .• 00 per month. Old Age .. ~Ejcurity is not 
keeping pace with the general rise in the cost of 11ving/~Y pensioners do 
not have a source of income besides their pensions. 
The issue of rising food costs to licents must present a significant I imitation 
on the potential of the program and similarly acts as a deterrent on attracting 
the participation of~ growing aged population, particularly those not being 
subsidised by referring agencies. 
Potential clIents considered to be serviced by the program must have the 
following qualifications: 
1) be either homebound, with no one to shop for food; or, 
2) be unable to visit restaurants or shop for food on a 
regular basis; or 
3) be without proper cooking facll ities or without the abi I ity 
to use them. 
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In addition, those clients who are paying for themselves are assessed on 
a sliding scale according to monthly income and monthly expenses. The 
criteria used for assessment of .fees is as follows: 
The fee to be paid is assessed on the difference 
between the recipient's current monthly income and 
his current monthly expenses ---thus related to 
individual need. Current monthly expenses are cate-
gorized as follows: 
~xpenditures: 
a) for shelter, uti I ities, and rent at actual cost; 
b) for clothing, household and personal expenses at 
social allowance rate; 
c) for other items at such costs as approved by the 
Director of the service, i.e. medical, hospital, 
insurance'premiums, drugs, and general medical costs. 
Disposable income of about $30 a month depending on the number of meals 
to be received from the program, is allowed before assessment of the 
fee is made on a sliding scale. 
Referrals from Provincial Government Departments such as the Department 
of Health and Social Development or Care Services and referrals from 
Hospital Home Care Departments and other stationary agencies are some-
times who! ly or partly paid for by government or city sources. 
Table 16. Payment of Fees 
Percentage of Clients: who paid for themselves 
paid for by aqency 
paid for by self and agency 
Rate $2.25 2.00 1. 75 1.50 1.25 
% of c I i ents 
who _2aid 30% 21% 4% 28.8% 9.9% 
Average Cl lent Fee and Subsidization 
1972 1973 
Average cl lent fee paid $1.32 $1.53 












Accounts are payable each month. About one third of clients pay by mai I. 
The we I fare workers co I I ect other fees from c I i ents and b i I I agencies 
at the end of each month. 
1974 saw a greater percentage (68.8%) of clients contributing to the sale 
of meals. The five year average f~m 1969 to 1973 was 65%. The important 
fact here is that the average fee bein~ paid b1 a client is increasing -
the agencies ~ubsidizations are decreasino. · Thts is a matter that should 
be discussed with referral agencies. 
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Quality of Service 
Opinions expressed by clients about the present service were on the 
whole very positive. When asked about meal size, almost 90%, of the 
responding group, said the hot meal po;tions were 'about right'. 
Approximate I y 8% said t:;ey were too sma II and 2% said they were too I arge. 
Only 4% said there was not sufficient variety of food in the hot meals, 
27% were usually satisfied with the variety of meals and 69% were unreser-
vedly satisfied. More than 90% of clients said they always (51.6%) or usually 
(39.9%) enjoyed their hot Meal. Less than half, (45%) would like a weekly 
menu incorporated into the service. 
Fifty-six percent thought the hot meal was good value for money, 
30% thought it fairly good value, 3% thought it was not very good value 
and 11% did not wish to comment. The cost of the meal was mentioned as 
a prob I em by on I y 8~; of the tota I group. 
For the minority of clIents who receive bag suppers, their perception of 
and opinions about the variety and pal atabi I ity of these meals were 
similar to the findings in connection with the hot meals. 
Although there were some problems in connection with personal preferences 
(for example a distaste for pasta and certain kinds cf meat and vegetables, 
3nd substitutions) on the whole, the posi~ive opinion expressed about the 
quality of food delivered suggest fairly high standards and efficient mechan-
isms for feeding in information about persor.al I ikes and dislikes etc. to 
the hospital dieticians. 
Forty-four percent of clIents said their meals were always delivered 
at a regular time and 41% usually received their meal at a regular time. 
Five percent seemed to receive somewhat irregular service and 101 f~i led 
to an3wer the question about regularity of service. ~1or0 than three-
quarters of clients said they found their volunteers helpful and the 
wri+er received a significant number of messages of unqual lfied praise 
both on the returned questionnaires and by telephone about their frie--dly, 
thoughtful, sensitive and sympathetic manner with clIents. Some volunteers 
seem to provide other help in addition to delivering the meal. Delivering 
letters, additional shopping, bringing gifts such as cookies were some of 
the services mentioned. Only 7% of clIents fou~d their volunteers 
unhelpful and 17% chose not to answer this particular question. 
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Tyee of Diet 
Sixty seven percent of the client group we examined were receiving 
normal meals. This indicates a shift away from the situation in 1969 
when the pi lot project was examined. Only 45% of meals delivered were 
normal meals and 55% were special diets. Of the special diets offered 
by the program, low salt, diabetic, bland and mechanical soft diets were 
the most frequently served. The shift towards a majority of normal meals 
should make it easier for the program to diversify Its sources of supply 
and move away from hospital and nursing home sources for normal meals if 
this becomes necessary. 
The following table i I lustrates the meals being served by the Meals on 
Wheels program by type of diet. 
Table 17 
Meals Cl=ssified by type of 
diet Expressed as Percent 
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Attitude to Suggested Service Options 
One of the objects of this study was to examine the demand for and 
feasibility of certain service ortions such as delivery of chi I led meals, 
shopping services and congregate meals amongs~ the present client group. 
It was hypothesized that Meals Delivery Service was I ikely to be only one 
possible solution to the food related problems facing clients. It was 
thought that del Ivery of chi I led or frozen meals could be a useful 
supplement or alternative to meals delivery and that the ~ongreqate meal 
concept might have the added appea I and a.dvantage of providing soc i a 1-
ization for clIents as well as a nutritious meal. Responses from clIents In 
connection with service options however, reflected a strong preference 
for delivered meals rather than any other alternatives. There may be a 
number of reasons for this: First, with the structured questionnaire 
technique used to col feet information from clIents, it is difficult to 
explain fully the possibilities and advantages of alternatives. Second, 
some clients may have felt threatened in case changes were made to the 
present program if they expressed too much enthusiasm about alternatives. 
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Third, a significant propor+J:.n of clIents are either too old (28% are over 
85) or too physically incapacitated to welcome service options, In the 
twelve pi lot interviews that were undertaken with clients, some reasons 
for resistance to service options were expressed. For example, In connection 
with congregate meals, Mr. A, a stroke yictim in his early sixties who, 
before his iII ness, had followed a s.rior management career but who has 
been paralyzed for the last ten years, explained that although he has 
learned to cope with his disabi I ity, he sti I I feels self-conscious when 
eating with other people ber.ause his condition causes him to dribble. He 
prefers the privacy and comfort of being ab I e to eat his de I i vered fl1.3::il 
in his own home. He is too disarled tc manage to prepare anything more 
than very simple meals. ~ks. B, an extremely active 88 year old but 
with seriously fai I ing sight, did not 1 ike the idea of congregate meals 
because she felt she was too old +o want to make new friends. She 
explained that she had very much enjoyed eating out with her few remaining 
friends unti I two or three years ago, but one by one her friends had died 
and she did not welcome the idea of eating with people she did not know. 
It may be that with sensitive counsel! ing and encc~:ragement, clIents such 
as the two mentioned abc.vc, would benefit from congregate meals. However, 
each case would need to be carefully assessed. 
In connection with the del iver·t of chi lied meals and shopping services, 
although these options would be useful in reducing pressure on the meals 
delivery service and encouraging a certain measure of independence 
amongst some clients, a significant number of the present client group 
are too sick or too incapacitated to cope with even the simple tasks that 
storing and heating a chi I led meal would involve. 
Table 18 shows the answers to clients to the question. 'Would you be 
likely to use any of the following service options if they were 
available?' Cit was expl0ined that these would not take the place of 
Meals on Wheels, but might be avai table in addition to the present service.) 
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Table 18: Use of Service Options (n=137) 
Proportion IT kely Proportion not 
Service Option to use service I ike I y t') use 
opt it:,n (%) service option <%) 
1. Periodic delivery of chi I led 
or frozen meals. 19.0 81.0 
2. Shopping services: to enable 
clIents to sometimes cook for 27.2 72.8 
·themselves. 
3. Congregate meals (it was 
explained t~at transport 
would be provided if this 13. 1 86.9 
were offered as a service 
option). 
Experimental Programs 
It is worth noting, however, that very few experimentations have been 
tried by the t-1ea Is on i'lhee Is agency to test out alternatives. Considering 
the budgetary pressures on the organization, it might have been prudent 
to begin examining alternatives on a pi lot scale and to set up test 
programs. 
This applies not only to alternative forms of food service, but also in 
terms of additional service for the elderly and infirm such as shopping 
* service, congregate meal programs, friendly visiting services and home 
maintenance and repairs. Over the past years, as a result of federal 
community employment projects such. as OFY and LIP, and through Welfare 
Demonstration funding, it might have been possible to establish pi lot 
projects offering alternative forms of service to the elderly and infirm. 
Indeed, such services have been introduced with some success by groups 
not attached to Meals on Wheels. As a result the avai labi I ity of these 
services has been transitory and a useful service lost. 
At the same time, Meals on \'/heels has not taken advantage of the possibi I ities 
such funding programs have offered to try different mixes of service. 
In the previous examination of cost and benefits it was mentioned that there 
is an increasingly heavy ratio of administrative costs related to the 
*A very limited shopping service was offered by the Agen~y for a short 
time but although successful was never developed on a larger scale. 
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delivery of a single service. One way of changing that ratio is to supply 
multiple services for the same or slightly additional administrative 
over head, thereby offering more "product for the do I I ar". 
A further reason for trying new programs is the fact that 
Meals on Wheels may wei I be limited by the problem of securing sufficient 
volunteers. One way of coping with this would be to test out forms of 
"community workers for the elderly", people who can be trained to act 
in a capacity between ful I time professionals and voluntee,-s providing 
' 
a range of service to clients. Such people may in fact be the elderly 
themsglves. The feasibi I ity of such schemes, however, needs testing. 
Therefore, to assess both the value of different service options, using 
a different mode of delivery- perhops a combined system of utilizing 
volunteers and community workers work, smal I scale trial programs should be 
tried. Indeed, the abi I ity to u~dertake sush innovations is a major test 
of the organizations capacity to respond to new and changed conditions. 
3- 2: The Volunteers 
The latest Annual Report of The Home Welfare Association 17 refers to the 
vo I unteers who serve the Mea Is on \'ihee Is Program as its "u:1sung heroes 11 • 
The entire Meals on \'/heels Pro~ram is bui It around these volunteers, who 
give their time to participate. Voluntee:-s use their own cars to collect 
and deliver meals to clients and return equipment. A te<cn of two volunteers, 
a driver and a helper, service each of the seventeen routes each day. 
Regular volunteer participants agree to drive on particular days each 
week, fortnight or month. It is estimated that in 1974, "9,496 1olunteer 
hours were expended in delivering meals. They receive no remuneration or 
expenses for their services. Their indirect subsidization of, and contribution 
to, the program is enormous. In view of these factors, "unsung heroes" 
does not seem an inappropriate description of the volunteers who serve the 
Mea Is on 't/hee Is Program. 
The information set out below was collected by mailed questionnaire 
from a one-in-four sample of the 301 volunteers at present serving the 
program. Eighty-two volunteers were contacted. Fifty-four volunteers 
returned usable questionnaires (66% of the survey population). in time to 
be included in the computer analysis of replies. Five others arrived too 
late to be included; two had left the program; and twenty-one did not respond. 
17. Vide, Heme Welfare Association Annual Report, 1973-74. 
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Table 19: Length of Time Serving Program (n=54). 
I 
Length of Time Serving Program Proportion of Volunteers <%> 
1 • Up to 1 Year 13.0 
2. 1 - 2 years 14.8 
3. 2 - 3 years 14.8 
4. more than three years 57.4 
Commitment to the Program 
n~e majority of volunteers have been c:ssociated with the prograrr1 r0r 
more than three years <See Table 19), and are comrr1itted to work once a 
week (53.8%) or bi-monthly (13.5%). Only a small minority (5.8%) are 
committed to work more than once a week. VolunTeers become involved with 
the program in a number of ways. The most common way of becoming involved 
(mentioned by 42.6%) was through a friend, relative or.other volunteer 
already serving the program. Church groups (mentioned by 29.6%) 1·1ere 
another important source of referral. Other sources of referral included 
the media and the Volunteer Bureau, mentioned by approximately 8% of volun-
teers. 
Only 23% of volunteers would be able to give f'lCe time to the program 
than they are offering at present. One reason for th:s may be that a 
significant propodion of volunteer:; (54%) are involved in other forms of 
voluntary work, church work being mentioned most frequently. More than 
80% of volunteers had participate~ in other kinds of voluntary work before 
joining Meals on Wheels. The previous interests of volunteers included 
friendly visiting, church work, financial organizing or canvassing for 
charities, community club, nursery, and driving or transpor-'- work. One 
third had been involved in more than one kind· of voluntary work. 
Sex, Marital Status, Age 
Eighty-two percent of volunteers are female; ~eventy-two percent are 
married; twolve percent are widowed; and. sixteen percent are single. 
Almost eighty percent had children, but only twelve percent had children 
under, or of, schoc" age and forty percent had older children living at home. 
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More than ninety percent of volunteors are aned 45 and over, and thirty-one 
p8~cent are over 65. (See Table 20.) 
Table 20: Age Structure of Volunteers <n=51) 
Age Group Proportion of Volunteers <%) 
1 • 25-34 2.0 
' 
2. 35-44 3.9 
3. 45-54 15.7 
4. 55-64 4 7. 1 
5. 65-69 15.7 
6. 70 and over 15.7 
When present or previous occupational back0rounds of volunteers and their 
spouses were examined it was found that a significant pr.oportion (54%) of 
volunteers or spouses of volunteers had prufessional, managerial or 
technical occupational backgrounds. 
Perceptior of Present Program 
Most volunteers (83%) keep the same route each time they drive or help 
on the pro' !'am. Volunteers and clients qet to knov1 each other well and 
for many clients, seeing the volunteer not only means getting a meal, 
but represents a bright spot in the client's day and is an anticipated 
and important source of contact. Although the length of the visit can 
only be brief, the volunteer is always under pressure to deliver her meals 
w~i le they are stilI reasonably warm, the majority of volunteers seem 
to feel that the contact clients receive from the volunteer is an important 
part of the de I i very process. <The va l·ue of "!"his was spec if i ca I I y 
mentioned by 68%.) The importance of daily contact to keep an eye on 
homebound people who might need help was also frequently emphasized. 
VJhen asked about wh21t benefit they derive from the service, volunteers 
stressed the feeling of deep personal satisfaction which comes from 
participating in the program. "Giving help to people really in need"; 
"meeting people who are so cheerful and grateful despite real .problems"; 
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"being able to help pe01jle directly':; "alleviating lone~ !ness and despairn; 
and, "having a fr-equent object lesson in humi I ity", were all frequently 
mentioned as reasons why vol:.mteers f-ii1d participating in the program 
such a satisfying experience. 
Almost half the responding volunteers (48%) said they did not experience 
frustrating difficulties in collecting and delivering the meals. Of 
those who did experience particular difficulties, 13% mentioned waiting 
for meals o~tsida the Rehabi I itation Hojpital, 4% mentioned difficulties 
finding the address of clIents, 6% would I ike more support in emergency 
situations when a cl lent is found to be il I, 6% found returning the 
containers to the hospital a problem and 4% complained that meal delivery 
bags were sometimGs not dispatched In order of delivery. 
Although only approximately a third of responding volunteers suggested 
ways In which the program might be changed or improved, as volunteers 
are so close to the "grass roots" of the service, their opinions are 
particularly interesting. In ordEr of importance, the suggestions made 
included decentralization, need to organize del Ivery so that the volunteer 
can spend longer with the client, n8ed to shorten some routes, need for 
an emergency number to eel I, and the need to provide more variety in the 
meal. 
Most volunteers did not feel the need for more training, orientation or 
support from program staff. However, almost half the volunteers felt 
thai the program should get more support from the community in terms 
of financial backing, volunteer recruitment and general interest. A 
minority, (11%) would I Ike more feedback from staff about the program, 
for example more frequent editions of the newsletter. 
Attitude and Possible Commitment to Service Options 
·The majority of volunteers seemed to think that periodic del Ivery of 
chi I led meals and provision of shopping services would be a good idea 
for the present c I i ent group. However, 62% of vo I unteers respon j i nr. 
and 39% of the total group thought that congregate meals would not be 
an appropriate option for the clIents they serve. !-lore than three 
quarters of volunteers responding and 50% of the total group thought 
the delivery of hot meals from decentralized sources would be a good 
idea, and would be interested in helping with delivery of hot meals 
from decentralized sources. However, only 13% of the total group would 
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be wl I I lng to help with transportation to congregate meals, 24% would be 
wi I I lng to help with shopping services and 37% with delivery of chi I led 
meals. 
Summary 
Volunteers participating in the ~~eals on t·Jheels Program tend to be drn't~n 
from the older age groups of the population, from households with professional, 
managerial or higher technical backgrounds and from individuals with a 
keen interest in different kinds of voluntary work. It is intEresting to 
note that 31% of volunteers working on the program are senior citizens 
themselves. 
Most volunteers seem to derive a deep sense of personal satisfaction 
from working on the program and few perceive serious difficulties with its 
organization. There were some helpful sug9estions expressed, however, in 
connection with how the program might be modified or improved. It is 
I ikely that only a minority of volunte~rs presently serving the proqram 
could be cal led upon to help with service options if trey were introduced, 
as the majority of volunteers are unable to commit more time to the program. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PLANNING AND PROSPECTS 
Introduction 
The critical question in this evaluation is what does the future hold 
for a service pro9ram such as f·Aeals on Wheels. There is a neneral 
climate of uncertainty in the privately run social service sector. 
In part the concern arises from increasinq demands for service as the 
population of our city grows, and in particular the qroups within the 
population such as the aged increase in numbers. Combined with those 
demands are the ever-present problem of cost- where does the money come 
from; and what level of service should be aimed at? 
The answer, of course, is that the money to support many social services 
comes from government; it being the only or~v:mization with taxing pov:er 
over the whole community. But, qovernment no lonner 9ives its qrants 
without conditions attached, and is demandino stricter require~ents of 
accountab i I i ty. Further, there is i ncreas i nq evidence th~t oove rnr1ent 
is moving towards pub I icly operated systems of social service d@l ivery. 
This has obvious imp I ications for private aoencies, especially those 
such as ~1ea Is on Whee Is which reI y upon vo 1 unteers 
for their operation. Can such a program be run under government ausoices? 
If not, what relationship should Meals on V/heels have with pub I ic home 
care pro9rams? 
In addition, there are other issues dealing with the style and form of 
delivery. If there is a move toward adistrict health system, should 
programs aimed at servicing the elderly also be decentralized to a 
district level? Another issue, deals with the capacity to expand the 
delivery force of volunteers to meet growinq demands for service, or 
wil I there have to be an ·alteration in the delivery method, perhaps uti lizinq 
a combined force of paraprofessional community workers anrl volunteers? 
Before such questions can be answered, however, some initial canvass 
of those conditions that minht affect future policy choices is in 
order. This report cannot supply complet·e answers, but it can provide 
certain data that w i I I set the parameters for any discussion of future 
prospects. 
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The following section sets forward statistics related to future demand 
and need for service. This can at t~e best only take the form of 
educated prediction,as population projection is a very inexact science, 
and estimating consumer de~and for service is not a science but more 
an act of magic. In any event there are certain sets of statistics 
that can be presented which should provide some basis for considerinq 
future plans. 
To place these projections in context however, this section wi II also 
provide short summaries on the volunteer resource potential of the 
agency and changes in government le9islation, both key factors affectino 
future programming. 
4-1. Potential Needs 
The basic issue for any social service agency is whether it is effectively 
meeting the needs it was orginally established to serve. In the case of 
~.1eals on \'/heels, the objective was to meet the nutritional needs of those 
individuals who for reasons of age, infirmity or handicap were ho~e 
bound or who had such I imited mobi I ity that they could not secure proper 
.nutrition throuqh their own efforts. 
It would appear then that if we knew how many people come under this 
definition, we could compare those numbers to those who are presently 
receiving service to determine hO\oJ effectively the proaram is meetinn 
its objectives. Unfortunately it is not nearly as simole as this. First 
is the problem of determining who has needs for the ~Jleals on Wheels orogram. 
This represents a difficult if not impossible task. 
David Harvey, in his book Social Justice in the City concludes that 
there are four ways of determining need. 18 
1) Need can be determined throuqh market demand. 
2) Latent demand may be assessed by an investigation of relative 
deprivation as it exists among a set of individuals, if it 
is ·possible to isolate such groups in the population and 
apply proper survey means. 
3) Potential demand can be evaluated from factors which 0enerate 
particular kinds of health or social problems - age, I ife 
cycle, social economic standinq,. etc. 
4) Needs can be determined throu(lh consu I tat ion with experts 
drawing upon their experience. This provides subjective 
assessments but nevertheless can be a good indication of need. 
18. David Harvey, Social Justice~and the City, John Hookins University 
Press, 1973. Baltimore. pp. 102-103. 
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Harvey concludes that the only workable methods are 3) and 4), but 
.even then both are difficult to employ and both contain within them 
the possibi I ity of a socially unjust determination of need. 
Takinq this as a proper caveat on the accuracy of the information, 
the following assessment may provide some reasonable estimate of the 
potential tar9et group. 
4-2. Information From Sources of Referral 
In following method (4) proposed by Harvey in terms of consultina 
experts, information in connection with demand for and limitations of 
Meals on \'/heels was collected from referrinq agencies. The main 
sources of referral identified from Home \11elfare Association records 
were Hospital Home Care and Social Work Departments, Care Services, 
Public Health Nursing, Victorian Order of Nurses and Age and Opportunity. 
Of the 15 hospital home care and social work departments contacted, 
replies were received from 13, and replies were received fror1 each 
of the other four main sources of referral. 19 Twelve out of nineteen (63%) 
of the main sources of referral mentioned the geographical limitations 
of Meals on Wheels as a major factor which I imited their use of the 
service, for patients or clients. Areas such as St. fJorbert, South 
Fort Garry, Transcona, East Ki ldonan. Charleswood, St. James Assiniboia 
were alI specifically mentioned. Although·a significant proportion 
of referring agencies did not keep detailed records of referrals or 
patients refusing referral, five sources reported that between 33% and 
70% of patients or clients to whom they talked about the Heals on 
Wheels Pros:~ram did not wish to be referred. However the proportion was 
much less (less than 10%) in at least four other cases. Some of the 
reasons given for not wishing to be referred included cost. <mentioned 
by 37% of sources of referral), prefer main ~eal in the evenina, ethnic 
food not avai I able, lack of variety and or quality of food. For some 
people, the whole concept of Meals on Wheels is foreign to them and is 
associated with erosion of their independence. It is unlikely that 
changes in the organization of the service would persuade this s:~roup 
to take ~~eals on \'/heels. However, althouah there was an absence of 
'hard' data from the sources of referra I about demand for the Hea Is on 
Wheels service, information collected from them does suggest that 
19. Vide Appendix 3 for details of individuals and agencies contacted 
and response rates. 
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first, as the geographical limits of the service are __ ~~~w-~t~J:~e_ma~­
S9urces of referral, a sianificant number of patients or cliAnts outside 
Meals on vlheels boundaries are never referred to the HornA Wei fare 
Association . .Second, the_main sources of referral do_~r::._c:e_iv_e nP.ed_ 
l!J__~ticular areas not covAred ~the service. Jhir:_<t_t-~ si(!n_i__fj_c:_a_nt 
number of persons perceived to be in need g_f_!1ea_!__s _ _[)2__l_i__~e~-~rvJ_c:_e_ 
sJo not wish to be referred. These factors suggest that there is a 
greater demand for the service than is apparent to the Home 'tlelfare 
Association. This is a,view shared by the Rerlional t~anager of New 
Horizons. !:il_s __ oroanization would be interested in invoL_v_i_ng_..9._0"ive 
~IJ:l_e_r::J.:L.Reop_l e in determi n i n:-1 the de..::::._and for_lie_9~on ','lhee l_s __ Se~v_i_ce, 
and providina funds to enable_them_!<2.._do thi2_. A study using New 
Horizon personnel would be a· useful way of collectinC) more 'hard' 
information on need for and demand for the Meals on Wheels Service. 
This suggests that perhaps the best way of determinin9 demand is to 
undertake an active outreach proaram, For example, the non-profit 
Senior Citizens Housing Corporation (in concert with I.U.S.) using 
New Horizons Funds, undertook a survey and visitation oro0ram in several 
censur areas where there was a high concentration of older people. 
The results of this program were to enlist an additional thirty people 
for the housing project and to provide invaluable data on urban housina 
d f . . t• 20 nee so sen1or c1 1zens. 
Similiarly, 'Kiinic' has undertaken a special outreach proaram in the 
Memorial Ward area of the city and once again found many people, especial lv 
the elderly, who needed a variety of services. It seems that one of 
the most effective means of determining demand is to actually reach into 
the potential market. 
4-3. Population Prqjections 
From opinions gathered from referral agencies it is apparent that the 
service does.not reach alI those who may need the service. The reasons 
for this arise from a number of factors, which proper plannina with 
respect to geographiral research, costs and multiple servicina may 
overcome. The question remains, however, how many people might potentially 
use the service. In answer to this, the best that can be offered is a 
20. Vide. Don Epstein, "How Our Elderly Live- And How They l·vant to 
Live;' Institute of Urban Studies - tentative pub I ication,., Fall 1975. 
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statistical profile of population ~rowth in the area, the numbers 
\ 
within that profile of population who according to Harveys method (3) 
. 
for reasons of age or handicap may have need of the service. 
Three sources of population projections for \•linnipcg are used which 
provide comparison of seven populations. The fol lowinq table presents 
projected population of \'linnipeq for the years 1971, 1976 and 1981. 









1971 1976 19R1 
547,900 590,400 636,000 
536,000 574,000 620,000 
520,000 533,000 548,000 
552,000 617,000 608,000 
551,378 603,001 659,455 
549,206 598,256 651,687 
547,034 5~3 ,539 644,000 
1) Department of City Planning. Desiqn I I I Studio 
"The V.JinnipeQ Urban Reqion: A Structure Plan For 199P 
University of f,1anitoba, December 1969. p. 76. 
2) Goracz, A. & Lithwick I., & Stone, L.O; lJRBAN CN~ADA: 
Prob I ems and Prospects Research ~-1ono0raph 5. The Urban 
Future. Ottawa, Centra I Mortgaae & Hous in(] Corporation 
1971. pp. 60-61. 
3) Metropolitan Winnipeg Population Report 1966-1991. Planning 
Division, Winnipea. December 1968. p. 105. 
Of a I I the pop u I ati on p rejections presented above, IV was chosen because 
it comes closest to the actual population in the provincial qovernment 
study on Aginq. 21 The Aging Study population for Hetro Winnipeq was: 
553,109, projection~ was 552,000. 
In 1971, 421 clients were served representina .08% of the total metro 
population. Qualifying .08% as the factor of the nopulation uti I izing 
the Meals on Wheels Program, and applyina that directly to the population 
projections out! ined in category TV, in 1976 there would 
be an estimated 494 clients, in 1981 there would be 558 clients. 
21. Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development, Division of 
Research Planning and Program Development, 11 A9inq in Manitoba; 
Needs and Resources", 1971. 1 Vol. 11. ~1etro \'linnipeq. 
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Another way to estimate, expected population is apply the 30% qrowth rate 
experienced from 1969 to 1974. Applyina a 30% growth rate from 1971-
1976 then to 1976- 1981, therewould be 547 clients in 1976 and 711 in 
1981. 
The fact is that in 1974, the number of clients served was 600, showin9 
a marked increase over the rate of growth that would be expected by 
past trends. It is impossible to determine whether the Iaroe increase 
in 1974 is an unusual event, or whether it represents a trend toward 
a higher enrollment of clients. Certainly, however the figure of 700 
clients by 1981 represents a minimum fiqureJ and the expectation wi I I 
be that the number of people served could be !"'lore. For example, if we 
assume the base figure in 1974 is 600, and there is a 6% annual growth rate, 
derived from the five year average of 30%, then the estimated number of 
clients in 1976 would be 672, and in 1981 would he 872. 
It is important to point out that these fi~ures are only aoproximations, 
using present trends. Many factors wi II come into play to alter such 
projections. It is a fair assumption, however to expect that by 1981 
the range of clients served as a l"'linimum would be 800 to 900. 
These projections are based on present trends. If there is a change in 
procedure expanding The scope of The program, the nexT question is 
what potential clienT group miqht be involved? As evidence from the 
referral agencies suggests There are many people who could use the orooral"'l, 
but for reasons of inaccessibi I ity, lack of information or personal 
reluctance caused by concern over cosT, do not use the service. If 
some or alI of these impediments to uti I ization of the service were 
removed or reduced what kind of target group r1ioht a r·,1eals on \'/heels 
program expect to serve? 
To provide some approximate answer To That we rely upon the reference 
source on aging in Manitob~2which sets forward projected populntions of the 
a9ed. In 1971 the age group 65 and over comprised 9.5% of r1etro l.•linnipeo's 
population. It is projected that in 1976 and 1981 this aoe 9roup wi II 
represent 10.33% and 11.5% respectively of the metro 'tlinnipeg population. 
Based on these percen:taqes', ··the fo'l •ow i nQ· table presents ·the projected 
populations for the age group 65+. 
22. Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development, Division 
of Research Planning and Program Deve_lopment. Aqing in ManiToba: 
Needs and Resources, 1971. Volume _1_1 Metro Winnipeg. 
23. Ibid: p. 33. 
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Table 22. Wtnnip_eo 1 ~ulation Pro,jections - Aoe 65 and Over 
Projections 1971 1976 1981 
- 52,050.5 60,988.32 73,140 
-1-1 50,920 59,294.2 71 ,300 
TIT 49,400 55,058.9 63,020 
TV 52,440 63,736.1 80,270 
v 52,380.91 62,290.003 75,837.325 
VT 52. 174.57 61,799.844 74,944.005 
VTT 51,968.23 61 312.578 74,060. 
It has been documented that 4.0% of the population of a9ed 65 and over 
receive services from organizations, 4.1% from non-governmental health 
agencies, 2.8% from non-government social services, and 3.2% from other 
non-government services_ The following table 22 presents oooulati-on projection 
for these dependency factors. It can be seen that in each of the categories, 
the 1981 forecasts show means in the range of 2,000 to 3,000. 
The figures setting forth a projection of the number of oP-oole 65 and 
over who w i I I be requiring some form of service or ass (stance provide 
one range of potential target group. The figures can be useful in 
measuring the extent of service provided by t1eals on Wheels. They represent 
a group of people who have already demonstrated need for sor1e kind of 
service and such demonstrated needs might be associated with limitation 
on mobi I ity, or poor nutrition or whatever indicator would be used to 
assess a requirement for Mea Is on V/hee Is. 
It further provides clear signals where further investiaation of need 
for Mea Is on Whee Is service can be exp I ored. There are obvious I y a 
number of agencies and organizations servicino the ~1o to three thousand 
people in each of the above categories. If the suggestion is followed 
through, that an out reach program be mounted, then the population qroups 
set forward in the Aging Study could .be a primary area of investigation. 
From the base line 1981 figure of some 700 to 800 first outlined, to 
the target group over 65 which ranaes between 2,000 to 3,000 provided 
by the Aging study, ;Je provide a third set of figures, outlininn perhaps 
the largest potential group that mioht be considered. 
An American study has estimated that 3.3 percent of the total population 
have some limitation on mobi I ity as wei I as one ch~nic condition or more. 
To quote from the author; 
T a b l e  2 3 :  
P r o j e c t i o n s  o f  
A g e d  P e o p l e  6 5  
B a s e d  o n  C a t e g o r i e s  
o f  D e p e n d a n c y  
I  
1 9 7 1  
1 9 7 6  1 9 8 1  
~ange M e a n  M e d i a n  R a n g e  M e a n  ,  M e d i a n  R a n g e  M e a n  t 4 e d l a n  I  
4 . 0 %  o f  p~pulation 6 5 1 1 9 7 6 -
r e c e i v l n g  s e r v i c e s  
f r o m  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  
4 . 1 %  o f  pop~lation 6 5  
2 1 9 7 . 6  
r e c e i v e  s o m e  s e r v i c e s !  2 0 2 5 . 4 -
f r o m  n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l  2 1 5 0 . 0 4  
h e a l t h  a g e n c i e s  
2 . 8 %  o f  p o p u l a t i o n  6 5  
r e c e i v e  s o m e  n o n -
g o v e r n m e n t  s o c i a l  
s e r v i c e s  
1 3 8 3 . 2 -
1 4 6 8 . 3 2  
3 . 2 %  o f  p o p u l a t i o n  6 5  
D e p e n d a n t  o n  o t h e r  I  1 5 8 0 . 8 -
N o n - g o v e r n m e n t  1 6 7 8 . 0 8  
s e r v i c e s  
2 0 6 4 . 7 6 6 7  
2 1 1 6 . 3 8 5 8  
1 4 4 5 . 3 3 6 7  
1 6 5 0 . 5 2 7 7  
2 0 8 2 . 0 2  
2 1 3 4 . 0 7 0 5  
1 4 5 7 . 4 1 4  
1 6 6 2 . 9 8 3 3  
2 2 0 2 . 3 5 6 -
2 5 4 9 . 4 4 4  
2 2 5 7 . 4 1 4 9 -
2 6 1 3 . 1 8 0 1  
1 5 4 1 . 6 4 9 2 -
.  1 7 8 4 . 6 1 0 8  
1 7 6 1 . 8 8 4 8 -
2 0 3 9 . 5 5 5 2  
2 4 2 5 . 5 9 9 1  
2 4 5 2 . 5 0 3 1  
2 4 8 6 . 2 3 9 4  
2 5 1 3 . 8 1 5 6  
1 6 9 7 . 9 1 9 7  
1 7 1 6 . 7 5 2 1  
1 9 4 0 . 4 7 9 5  
1 9 6 2 . 0 0 2 4  
2 5 2 0 . 8 -
3 2 1 0 . 8  
2 5 8 3 . 8 2 -
3 2 9 1 . 0 7  
1 7 6 4 . 5 6 -
2 2 4 7 . 5 6  
2 0 1 6 . 6 4 -
2 5 6 8 . 6 4  
2 9 2 9 . 1 2 1 8  
3 0 0 2 . 2 0 3 4  
2 0 5 0 . 2 8 5 2  
2 3 4 3 .  1 8 3 1  
2 9 6 3 . 4  
3 0 3 6 .  t 1 - 6  
2 0 7 3 . 6 8  
2 3 9 8 . 2 0 8 1  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
. , ! : > .  
c o  
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" ••• in the midst of this ()eneral trend of rising accessibi I ity 
to many and diverse opportuniti~s, certain cat8~ories 
of residents by reason of their household or personal 
characteristics find themselves seriously deprived with 
respect to accessibi I ity. These persons May Jack friends, 
resources, they may have personal physical disabi I ities, 
they may Jack the knowledge and the copinq abi I ity to get 
alonq in the complex metropolis, and thev may lack the 
most versatile and essential transportation - the auto~bi I e. 
Even more I ikely, they may suffer from combinations of 
these disadvantaaes such that the various deprivations become 
ne0atively reinforcino11 • 24 
Taking the figures supplied from the American study and applyino 
them to \'linnipeg may provide a further insi()ht into the potential 
range of people that a ~1eals on \'/heels service, particularly 
might provide. 
The next table presents metro population projection _l__IL for 1971, 1976, 
and 1981 with the description of those having one or ~re chronic 
.conditions and have trouble oettinq around; need help gettino around 
and are confined to the house. It is assumed that ~iven the respective 
percentages of a population with the above restrictions on mobi I ity, 
a profile of potential clients and users of the Meals on \vheels prooram 
can be provided. It is not known exactly what percentage of these 
respective population groups in \•finnipe(l do use the r·.~eals on \.Vheels 
program. 
Table 24:. ~~etro Population Pr:qj_ection IV for_]_J]_1_,_1_~7§_,_c:md.J2§_}_. 
1971 1976 1981 
Pro.iecti on IV 552,000 617,000 698,000 
3.3% of total population with 
one chronic condition 
some limitation on mobility 18,216 20,361 23,034 
1.6% having trouble getting around 8.832 9,872 11,024 
~9% needing help getting around 4,968 5,553 6,282 
• 7% confined to house 3,864 4,318 4,886 
- Source: Don Fo I ey - QQ._. c i_!. 
Gorax, Lithwick. Stone. 
24. See Donald Foley 'Accessibi I ity for Residents in Metropolitan 
Environment", Institute of Urban and Regional Development, University 
of California, 1972. 
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If the figures have any rounh aopl ication to the \•/innip80 scene then 
it indicates that there are !arne numbers of people confined to home, 
or who need help i.n qettino around, that could uti I ize a rreal service. 
Even aqgreqatinq the last two catenories provided in the table, those 
confined to house and those needinq help in qettinq arounrl wnuld result 
in an estiMated 10,000 to 11,000 potential tarqet population in the 
rretro area by 1981 that wi II need forms of home care service, incl udin(l 
meals. This figure goes beyond that predicted for the porulation qroup 
over 65, and therefore represents th'e needs of all those in society who 
are I imited in their ability to be mobile in an urban settin~. 
As stated at the outset, trying to detect needs for a social service, 
and particularly trying to project needs can be very uncertain and 
unreliable. The best that can be expected, and alI that can be claimed 
is that such figures may provide some clues or indicators of potential 
use of the pro0ram. In this case. stretching from the conservative 
figures based on present service, ranqinq to an estima-te of those in 
the City who minht conceiveably need the service, there is a ranoe from 
800 to 900 to 10,000. 
What it does demonstrate very readily is that there must be soMe 
planning for ways of accommodatinn arowth in the proaram, if the proaram 
is to remain true to its objectives of servino nutritious food to those 
who cannot he I p themse I ves. To do this the pI ann i nq group for t~1ea Is 
on \~heels may very well have to change the operational guide! ines of 
the program in order to meet what appears to be unfulfilled needs in 
the community for this kind of service. 
4-4. Volunteer Constraints 
The foreaoing population forecasts and analysis have sho1oJed that there 
is potential client qroup extisting outside of the proaram. Any effort 
to expand the program and reacha wider (!roup wi II conceivably have to 
contend with whether or not enough volunteer support exists to deliver 
the meals, and whether the cost of expansion is possible. Volunteers 
to this particular proaram must have use of a car. The burdenina cost 
of auto expenses is a factor effectina the proqram that Must be addressed 
by the Mea Is on \'!hee Is pro<Jram administration. If it becomes a norMa I 
pol icy to subsidize auto allowances, continuation and expansion of the 
program would inevitably lead to increased costs. 
Assumin·g that these budqet re(juirements can be met, anrl assumino the 
program retains the same method of delivery, the abi I ity of the 
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program to expand its operations then depends upon its ability to 
.enlist additional volunteers, and make effective use of their talents. 
The recruitment and use of volunteers has become a major concern for 
social agencies. ~~any problems have appeared in the volunteer systems 
and these have a range of solutions proposed. 25 It has been reco~~nded 
that the one way to attract and retain volunteers is soMe traininq and 
development of ski I Is, insuring that their time and effort is effectively 
used, encouraging them to become part of innovative efforts. This 
makes particularly good sense in relation to the t1eals on '.•/heels pro(lraM 
when such an important part of the pro9ram is the actual visit of a 
volunteer and the contact this brings to people who have I imited access 
to others. 
To organize such efforts wil I require some form of co-ordination and 
training program, and this wil I entai I additional costs for staff to 
undertake such tasks. Even if this results in increasing the number of 
volunteers, thereby increasin9 the number of people who can be served, 
it wi I I not result in any reduction of administrative cost per client 
as pointed out in the previous section on budgeting. The priMary benefits 
of such a program wi I I be to allow the program to expand to meet additional 
needs, and hopefully to insure better service to the clients inthe way of 
personal contact. 
As suggested before, serious consideration should be aiven to uti I izina 
present community employment grant monies CLIP, New Horizons) to test 
out certain concepts of part time community workers attached to ~~eals 
on \A/heels to supplement the Meals on \•/heels program, or to explore the 
idea of transferring the volunteers into part time workers. There appears 
to be an increasing interest on the part of the Federal (lO~ernment to 
expand and perhaps develop a more permanent form of community employMent 
program, and it would appear that this would be wei I suited to the purposes 
of a Meals on Wheels activity. Some experimentinq using different methods 
and models, however, would have to be tried first. 
The other question in respect to the use of volunteers and their 
availability centers on the role of government. It is not likely that 
volunteers wi I I offer their time to work for a agency that is, or appears 
25. The Volunteer Bureau, "An Eva I uation of the Co-ordinator of 
Volunteer Projects", 1972. 
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to be part of a government network of services. Therefore, whether 
one wishes to maintain a role for volunteers must be an important 
consideration in terms of future al iqnfYlents of the ~1eals on Wheels 
service may have with government agencies. \'!hi le closer co-oreration 
with government appears inevitable, the relat.ionship would have to be 
one that preserves the pri"vate, independent stature of the aC)ency if 
volunteers are to be involved. 
The issue of whether volunteers need be involved is one that has and 
will continue to engender a good deal .of disaqreement. The evidence 
from the report on the Toronto study that has just recent I y been reI eased, 
however, suggests that in a ~1eals on \'/heels proqram the volunteer is an 
essential element in providing what is perhaps most needed by clients 
of the program- a sense of contact, communication and understanding. 
As the author of that report states 11 the greatest desire of most e I derl y 
people is simply to have a friendly visitor to talk to."26 
To answer this need, however, it requires sofYle preparation of volunteers 
and the program must also provide the volunteers with sufficient time 
during delivery periods to spend with clients. This suqqests two direction~ 
in future planning. One is the previously cited .need for a person to 
work with and co-ordinate volunteers. The second, is to try to or0anize 
volunteers delivery routes within or close to community areas where 
the volunteers themselves may reside. or there should be an effort to 
recruit volunteers in areas where there is a high de9ree of food delivery. 
The reasons are obvious. Once a relationship has been established throunh 
primary contact in the food delivery it could lead to additional visits 
and feeling on the part of clients that there is someone close at hand. 
One way of achieving this would be to have the i·-~eals on \'/heels establish 
liaison with community based health or social service or inforfYlation 
centers Le. ForT Rouge Information and Resource Center. This could 
result in the planning of the service with a comfYlunity orientation' 
in mind, providinq oth'er conditions are met such as avai I able food source. 
4-5. Alternative Food Sources 
Another constraint effecting the performance of Meals on Wheels dictatin9 
both costs of 'the program and the network of delivery service is the matter 
of food sources. The following presents an assessmentof alte.rnativo 
food sources and how it might have an effect on the pronram. 
26. See "r~ain ly the Elderly Need A Friend", Globe and ~~ai I, Toronto, 
August 15, 1975. (Full results of this study wi II not be known for 
another 6 to 8 weeks.) 
Hospitals 
When approached, several hospitals expressed a wi I linqness to open 
negotiations with the Home \1/elfare Association to discuss supplyinr, 
mQals for the program when they are required. Of those hospitals who 
could not offer participation at present only one institution, the 
Municipal Hospital, was unable to consider future particioation. Roth 
Concordia and Victoria Hospitals would be wi II inq to initially supply 
up to 25 meals a day if required, depending on their staff situation. 
St. Boniface Hospital could also possibly supply meals if required and 
wish to be kept informed of program develop~ent. Grace Hospital aqreed 
in principle to participate and could offer up to 25 meals daily, but 
would prefer to postpone participation unti I after the reorganization 
of their dietary department is complete. Deer Lodge Hospital could not 
participate in the proqram at the moment because of shortages of staff, 
decentralization of dietary department, unsuitability of parking 
facilities and pol icy problems associated with the Department of Veterans 
Affairs Hospitals. Veterans hospitals have to have permission from the 
Department if they wish to take on a community role. However, the 
Hospital Director would be wif ling to discuss a community role for the 
hospital at a later date once the status of Deer Lod9e Hospital in 
rei ation to the Province and the Department of Veterans Affairs has been 
resolved. A communication was also received by the Executive Director 
of the Home Welfare Association which indicated that ~-1isericordia Hospital 
would also be wil I ing to re-open negotiations about suoplyinq meals 
to the proqram. Negotiations had been in progress with 11isericordia 
last year, but broke down during last summer, partly because of staffino 
problems experienced by the hospital. Only three hospitals were prepared 
to estimate what the approximate cost of each hot meal to the program 
might be. The amounts mentioned were $1 .20, $1.25 - $1.50 and $1.75. 
Although the cost of food from hospitals which responded positively 
would be similar to present costs, use of these extra hospital outlets 
would enable the service to be extended to areas within the south, 




Thirty-three nursing homes were contacted in connection with supplying 
meals for the program or providing space for congregate meals. Of these, 
24 were definitely not interested in participating in the program for 
a number of reasons. These included, home too smal I, kitchen facilities 
inadequate to cope with more than resident meals, insufficient staff 
resources, inadequate equipment or simply not interested. Of the 
remaining nine, 6 were unable to give a definite answer at the present 
time but might possibly be interested in participating in the future. 
The possible nursing homes were: 
1. Heritage Lodge, 3555 Portage Avenue. 
2. Holiday Haven, 5501 Roblin Blvd. / 
3. Luther Home, 1081 Andrews Street. 
Mi qht be interested when 
they have more information. 
Could provide alI kinds of 
diets but might involve 
hiring of extra staff. 
Home is discussing expansion 
of dining room- if this 
materializes, may be able 
to offer space for conQre~ate 
meals. ~ 
4. Metro Kiwanis Courts, 2300 Ness Avenue. - Could not participate 
at present but oossibi I ity 
of expansion later on. 
5. Sharon Home, 146 t~agnus Avenue. - Dietician• at present on 4-5 months 
have leave of absence but 
although space I imited, would 
I ike to discuss participation 
when she returns. (Use of 
this home might allow Kosher 
meals to be offered by the 
program.) 
Three nursing homes are wi I ling to provide delivered meals, Park ~-lanor, 
301 Redonda Street, Donwood ~~anor 171 Donwood Drive, and Arcadia Nursing 
Home, Mayfair Place. The former two may be able to provide space for 
congregate meals if this is required. The participation of Park t 1anor 
Nursing Home was negotiated by the Executive Director of the program 
and they wil I begin supplying meals for the Transc0na area after September 1st, 
1975. Donwood Manor could supply 26 to 50 delivered meals and would be 
prepared to discuss participation in a congregate meals program .. Arcadia 
could supply up to 25 meals. Diet meals .could also be provided by rnost 
of the possible nursing home sources of supply. Few of the nursing homes 
were prepared to estimate an approximate cost per meal for delivered 
or congregate mea Is. However the Luther Home is present I y rrovi ding 
dinner for 85¢ and a snack lunch for 70¢. 
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Commercial Outlets 
Six commercial caterers and seven frozen food outlets were contactAd. 
In addition, a restaurant equipment service was contacted in connection 
with the use of micro-wave ovens. 27 
Only one commercial caterer, C.N.I.B., 1031 Portage Avenue indicated 
that they might be able to participate in the pro9ram in the future. 
At present they are solely in the Canteen-Cafeteria business but mioht 
be able to offer to supply r'~eals on Wheels in a year or so. They could 
supply special diet meals and their present char0e for a roast beef 
dinner would be approximately 90¢. Ritz Foods Ltd. and Cara Ooerations 
Ltd. were too busy at present to consider participr.tion and are also 
not set up to cope with supplying a program such as r1eals on 1:/heels. 
Their meals were also very expensive at $1.85 for a roast beef dinner. 
Another firm, Continental Food Service System, 209-235 Garry Street, 
which formerly was involved in airline caterinq orobably would have 
the capacity to participate, but are not very interested. Their present 
quote per meal for a roast beef dinner was $1.50. They could not at 
present cope with special diet meals, but can supply food in bulk. 
Beaver Foods Ltd. was found to be a caterinq manaoement firm only. 
Frozen Food Outlets 
Only one firm, Naleway Foods, South East Fife and Church was capable 
of handling supply for a service such as Meals on Wheels. The firm 
operates a custom kitchen and as such can handle any type of client 
if regular orders of a reasonable volume are placed. The. present cost 
of a roast beef dinner would be around $1.00. This is a source wei I 
worth investigating further. ~'/eidman Food Distributors, 128 Adelaide 
Street, could supply 3 course Swanson Frozen Dinners at a cost of $1.03 
per meal. These must be purchased in case lots. However, this would 
not represent much of a saving on the present supermarket price. 
Ready Foods ltd., South \<lest Princess and Logan, are not oeared for 
individual portions, but would be able to supply suitable food in bulk. 
The Health Sciences Centre is at present experimentino with frozen food 
processing. It has conducted recipe tests, also examined preservation 
of nutritional quality and keeping properties of certain foods. However, 
it wil I be several years before a frozen food pro0ram is operational 
in catering services at the hospital. 
27. Vide, list of outlets contacted in Appendix I I. 
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A I though the re~1U I ar de I i very or chi I I ed mea Is for thP- present c I i ent 
_ group may not be appropriate at the present time. frozen or chi I I ed 
meals could be used in an emergency and may have a larqer part to play 
in the program in the future. 
One technoloqical innovation which would enable frozen or chi I led 
meals to be considered as a. serious option is the development of a new 
method of micro-wave cooking. ~Jormally, the quality and variety of fully 
prepared frozen meals is I imited by the one temperature effect of oven 
heat.ing. ltJhether usin9 a conventional or micro-wave oven, all components 
of a_ mea I are served at essenti a I I y the same teMperature. This new 
method uses a device called a sleeve which controls the cookin0 temperature 
of different components of the Meal. In association viith this new 
method, food could be cooked in bulk, packaqed in s~ecial containers 
individually, and frozen in an ordinary donestic freezer. 
t-1ea Is, which cou I d inc I ude ice cream with hot dishes cou I d be prepared 
individually. Sandwiches can also be stored and prepared usinn this 
device. Ovens and equipment could be rented from a toea! firm, Restaurant 
Equipment Service Co. 
One source of supply of delivered meals and provision of facilities for 
congregate meals peripherally explored by this study, is pub I ic schools. 
Education.Department Staff at present oroanizinq lunch and break·fast 
programs May find that the facilities they are creatinq could be more 
intensively used if programs for the elderly and '-lonebound were oraanized 
in local communities as well. This study has shown that there is no 
shortage of alternative sources of supply if the program goes out and 
seeks them. 
The I ikel ihood that special diet meals would be required to serve a 
cli~nt population at large places restrictions on many possible alternative 
suppliers. Organization of meal types could possibly solve this issue. 
If, for example, all special diet meals could be 
prepared by hospitals the remaining standard nutritious meals could be 
acquired from alternative sources. 
Telephone conversations with potential alternative meal suppliers, 
underlined the importance of duration.and consistency in the number of 
meals required and was emphasized as the determininq criterion to ensure 
contract negotiations. No guarantee for consistency in supplyin0 food 
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is a risk to a profiteering venture, and is hence considered best to 
be left alone. The proqram is presently unable to guarantee client partici-
pation for a duration of more than 10 days. The list of clients undergoes 
daily alteration and modification with del~tions and additions. 
In sum, it seems that there could be a number of alternative sources 
secured. If this was done it could lead to the development of some 
modified form of decentralized delivery system, and mioht certainly 
contribute restraining to some degree the rise in food costs. 
4-6. Govern~nt Plans and Program 
It is not within the terms of this study to undertake a review of 
existinq or expected government activity in the area of social service 
delivery. Even if time and resources permitted such a review, it is 
likely that it would be out of date the moment it is written, because 
government action in this field is constantly changinq. 
\'/hat is important however, is the fact that recent government initiatives 
wi II have a very strong influence. perhaps the determininq influence, 
on what form the ~~eals on Wheels program is to t<;~ke. The only position 
the ~als on Wheels Committee can take faced with the uncertainty of 
government action is to indicate the kind of service they plan to offer, 
and to make their own recommendations as to how this might dovetai I 
with government activity. 
In recent times there have been three major initiatives by the provincial 
qovernment and two on the federal level that wi I I have a strong impact 
on the Meals on Wheels program. 
On the Federal level, the recent budqet announcement pertaining to health 
cost, if upheld, wi I I compel very serious reviews of fundino arranoements 
for health services. In particular, the issue of restrictinq use of 
hospital beds wil I force provincial government to develop alternative care 
programs for the elderly who presently occupy a suhstantial number of 
hospital beds in the province. Thus, there wi II have to be a very 
concerted effort to insure that an adequate range of social and health 
services are avai fable to the age and infirm, presumably supplied in an 
non-institutional settinq. 
In a different vein, the recent federal studies on nutrition reveal 
serious deficiencies in the diet of many Canadians, particularly the 
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elderly. The conclusion of the studies is that overcominn def-iciences 
must be a priority and there is some indication that the Federal 
Government might be supporting efforts to improve these conditions. 
On the provincial level, there has been a series of important initiatives. 
One was the establishment of the office of Continuing Care and the 
increasing role of co-ordination and direction it is takina in the provision 
of Home Care services. It can be expected that this agency wi I I continue 
to strengthen its role in the network of services to the elderly and 
wi I I have a strong position in determing the nature of services, their 
funding, and form of delivery. Up to this point it is working on the 
philosophy of a mixed network of pub! ic and rrivate a<"encies. But, 
it can be assumed that if there is to be more pub! ic funding for orivate 
agencies working in this field, then a more effective svstem of accountabi I ity 
wi I I be established. This relates directly to issues raised in the 
section on Budgetinq about the need to develop more effective means 
of assessing program effectiveness, and in the section on Population 
Forecasts about the need to test out expanded service to potential 
groups. 
In combination with the Continuing Care program, the province recently 
announced a program of extended care faci I ities for the Aged, attached 
to the Health Service Center, and the ne!" North End Hospi-tal. New 
wings wi II be bui It attached to these hosoitals for extended care, complete 
with food and therapeutic services. The imp! ication of this move on 
Meals on \IJheels is obvious from the point of view of organizina its 
delivery program from such centers, and developina service programs 
from such centers. 
'In keeping with this apparent move towards decentralization is the recent 
passage of Bil I 48, which provides for, and has resulted in the establishment 
of District Health . /Service and Social Boards. It wll I be some time before these are 
implemented in the City of Winnipeg, but the legislative framework is there to 
begin consolidating health and social services at the community level. The 
legislation has received criticism for not permitting much community participation, 
and fears of what this means in terms of a government take over of private services 
wil I only be answered when the implementation of the program begins. It 
certainly provides, however, a serious imperative for private agencies of all 
kinds to asse·ss how they might reI ate their services to a communIty I eve I to 
correspond or match the District Health and Social Service Board concept. 
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These developments taken in total present some interestin0 and important 
issues for the future development of Meals on ':!heels. 
1) First, it appears that the i~portance of supplying ~ood 
nutrition to the infirm and elderly is becominq even more 
recognized as an imperative in its own right, and as a critical 
part of providing alternative home care. This should make 
the case for increased fundin0 of a pro9ram such as Heals on 
Wheels easier to make. 
2) If# however, there is to be additional public support, then it 
can be expected that more strinQent requirements wi I I be placed 
on the t11ea Is on 't/hee Is program to demonstrate its ab i I i ty to 
effectively serve the people who need service, to do so with 
efficiency in administration, and to be able to respond to 
changes in demand for service. 
3) Accompanying, this wil I be the need to develop a set of 9uidelines 
for the Meals on Vlheels setting out the form of co-ordination 
and co-operation with other agencies del iverinq service to 
the elderly and with the government anencies v1hether they be 
C t . . C D" t . t I' lt ... /Social. Servjce t . on rnurng are or rs rrc 1ea " rroard 1n oraer o rnsure 
complamentary not overlapping activity. 
4) There should also be a serious investiaation of how the 
agency might develop some form of community based delivery system 
in keeping with the avai labi I ity of sources of supply, and to 
test out community arrangements for plannin0 and co-ordination 
that could conceivably occur as a consequence of the District 
Health Board. 
Aside from these immediate issues, there is hovering in the background, 
the underlying issue of whether a ·program such as this be publicly or 
privately operated. Can the agency answer the question of v1hether they 
can deliver the service more effectively than a pub I ic aoency? Does the 
exis_tence of the volunteers carrying v1ith them intangible benefits to the 
community and to the client warrant the existence of a separate agency 
providing this service? 
In part the answer to that question depends on how wei I the aqency is 
able to reformulate its operation to maximize the benefits it offers 
as a private agency and to show that it can meet changing needs, that it 
can provide effective service to those who have needs, and that it can 
operate efficiently. The best case for maintaining the concept of Meals 
on Wheels is to show that it can do the best job. To ·show that, ho1vever, 




CONCLUSION AND RECOtvJMENDATIONS 
The Meals on 'tlheels operation shares with many other social a~encies 
the legacy·of beinn established with good intentions, but I ittle 
managerial philosoPhy. The objectives are qood, and the prooram it 
provides is essential to the welfare of hundreds of people who use 
the service. But as the evidence as this report shows, providing a 
valuable service in some fashion is not enouf)h. An agency Must show 
how wei I it is providing that service, and demonstrate a constant 
capacity to alter its practices in an orderly fashion in response to 
changing conditions. 
The report has shown that there are increasinq orobleMs in providino a 
Meals on Y./heels service. Costs oer client for administration are hi(lh, 
and there is the question of whether or not there shouldn't be a hinher 
out put of service in terms of number served, or alternative services 
offered for the administrativedollar. STmtlari ly, the clients are payinq 
an increasing proportion of the costs of the pro(lram coMoared to 
funding agencies and referral anencies. Apparently, funding agencies 
are not prepared to reco~mize that there is an annual increMent in 
administrative costs, nor have the referral agencies assumed a 
proportionate show of their costs. Considering that food cost is one of 
the major deterrents to a potential client using the program. Then 
the fiscal operation of the program itself provides a deterrent to 
increased uti I ization. 
There is also the question of long term and short term users of the 
program. While the objectives of the proaram require that both be 
served, it appears that the issue of ratios between such users, and 
whether there shou I d be a pro rata f i sea I formu I a to give credit 
<and thereby an incentive) to longer term users has never been clearly 
arti cuI ated. 
It would be wrong, however, to out blame on any individuals for these 
faults. The fact is that most smaller private anencies neither have the 
resources not expertise to establish the kind of monitorinn, analysis 
system that would enable them to constantly receive a feed-back on 
their operation and maintain control of the operation. This report has 
argued that one of the essential requirements for social aqencies is 
a ee.ntral system of plannin(], information <JatherinCJ and analysis, to 
enable them to more effectively perform their tasks. 
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There are actions that can and should be taken to enable the agency 
to better meet its responsibilities. There has been I ittle effort at 
out reach proqrams whereby potential users could be contacted, and informed 
of the proqram. Instead, there has been a reliance on the referral 
agencies, and word of mouth contact. There has been I ittle or no testing 
of alternative forms of delivery, or different services, even when funds 
for such programs might be avai I able. There has not been a testing 
of alternative food sources, even though the evidence suggests that 
other food sources are avai !able, and could offer competing or lower 
prices. 
In part, the lack of initiative in such areas is understandable. To 
initiate alternative programs requires staff time. If the staff is 
fully occupied in the job of screening clients and or0anizinq deliveries 
it does not have much time left over for innovative activity. The funding 
agencies themselves have not helped in this matter as their support of 
the program has not kept pace with increased costs, and'therefore 
they impose a sharp disci pi ine on staff to simply maintain the operation, 
not branch out. So, in general there has not been a climate conducive 
to innovation. 
Yet, the evidence in the report shows that there must be chanaes in 
the program. There is strong circumstantial evidence to show that within 
Winnipeg there are many people who could be helped by such a program, 
but presently are not receiving the service. And as the population arows, 
and elderly group within the city becomes a orooortional ly larger part 
of the population the demand for service could become very extensive. 
But, there is no-one simple panacea that wi II enable the ~~eals on \·Jheels 
Agency to transform itself and meet these changing conditions. There 
is no brand new system of delivery that wi I I alI of a sudden cut costs, 
or make an efficient service. Rather, the_ changes must take pI ace on 
a variety of fronts. There wi I I have to be ·changes in pol icy, in or0anization, 
in forms of delivery. f\1any of the changes wi I I have to be tentative 
and experimental, with a testing of new programs and approaches, analyzing 
their effects, grafting on new formats \vithout disruptina the service. 
To achieve this, wi I I require special additional funds; over and above 
those that simply cover present food and administrative costs. There 
wi I I have to be support given to strengthen the volunteer program, 
to improve the information monitoring and policy plannina orocedure, 
working to establish relationships and co-ordination of services with 
other agencies and to initiate trial, or developmental programs. There 
must, in other words, be an investment in strengthening the organizational 
capacity of the agency so that it can perform tasks going beyond the 
basic functions of processing clients and orqanizinn food delivery. 
Additional functions of volunteer co"-ordination and preparation, pol icy 
planning and development, must be supplied. 
The source of additional funds must come from grant income. 
Clearly it cannot come from charainq additional overhend on the meals. 
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It should take two forms: one, additional grant for staff to perform 
additional functions, in particular the aspect of volunteer co-ordination 
and information monitoring. And second, developmental 0rants for new 
programs and pilot projects. In this second category, there are various 
grant programs that can be explored which wi I I provide support for new 
projects. It r:1ay be necessary, however for rronies to be allotted by 
one of the fundinq agencies to secure a part-time or temporary assistance 
in developino and settinCJ up trial projects- in effect a kind of "social 
entrepreneurship". 
This development work should concentrate in the followino areas: 
- outreach and information proqrams 
- community based delivery systems 
--multiple service delivery 
- use of COMMun i ty workers 
-alternative food sources, and alternative way of rlelivery of food 
-different volunteer activities. 
Natura I I y, any tria I p reject wou I d or tou I d encor1pass a combination of 
these p roposa Is. 
It is tempting to set out at this stage proposals for new delivery 
systems, and proclaim them to be the solution. Rut, it would be a wronn 
course of action to follow. 'llhat is required before any major changes 
are constructed, is a period of applied research and demonstration. 
1v1ind you such testing should not be ad hoc or random. There are very 
definite propositions in mind that need exaMining that bear upon such 
issues as to whether there should be: 
1) alternative forms of food service offererl 
2) a I ternati ve forms of service offered 
3) a decentralized, community based delivery svstem 
4) a setection of food service 
5) a different arrangement of volunteer tasks 
6) a direct I ink with other aaencies, or with. government. 
The design of smal I scale models would have to take these ~uestions 
into account. 
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So, the basic recommendation of the report is that the agency now begin 
a program of management innovation. The problems and issues have been 
identified, the next step is to begi~ an orderly testing of alternative 
responses. This should be a first priority, and should be presented 
as such to funding agencies in order that the planning of such a program 
can begin wlth proper resources. Ways 1n which this might be attempted 
are discussed in Appendix I. 
In the meantime, there are a range of other recommendations of a more 
specific nature that have been made throughout the report, and a listing 
of these also appears in the first appendix. They can be incorporated 
as the Committee sees fit into present operations. 
To manage such a program, both in terms of the specific recommendations 
and the pi lot projects, there should be a major planning committee 
composed of staff, representatives from funding agencies, volunteers 
and any additional professionals that may seem appropriate. They would 










L I ST OF RECm~~~ENDA T IONS 
1. The evidence of this report shows that the Home Welfare Association 
has provided an efficient service to the client group it presently 
serves, but has been unresponsive to the need for management innovation 
and development programs. The agency must show itself to be responsive to 
the need for change and innovation otherwise an alternative auspices may 
have to be found. 
2. A program of management innovation should be undertaken to allow the 
~·lea Is on Whee Is Service to respond to changing needs and conditions. 
Steps in the process of organizational change should include: 
-creation of a major planning committe~ 
-redefinition of staff roles and machinery for the training 
and co-ordination of volunteers including greater use of 
senior citizens as volunteers; 
-redefinition of agencies goals and priorities; 
-creation of a development section; 
-initiation of experimental pi lot progra~s; 
-creation of machinery to a I low the agency to monitor a.nd 
evaluate its performance. 
(A more detailed analysis of how management changes might be 
implemented can be found in the next section of this appendix.) 
3. There are three areas in which reforms should be made in financial 
policies in connection with the Meals on Wheels Service: 
1) Internal agency policies in connection with pricing· and allocation 
of funds (see Recommendation #4 below); 
2) More realistic grants to enable the agency to offset administrative 
costs to maintain its present operation and improve its management 
capacity to undertake innovation; 
3) The provision of development and entrepreneurial grants. 
Ways should be sought of stabilizing grant income and of finding 
additional sources of income (e.g. Federal funds). 1 Core funding 
might be partly based on a formula related to expansion of the service. 
For example, in addition to a block grant to offset administrative costs, 
a per capita grant for each client served and fixed contribution per 
meal delivered might be adopted. Funds for development projects and 
1. This suggestion is made in view of current federal Interest programs. 
Vide. A New Perspective on Health, Ministry of National Health and 
Welfare, 1975. Nutrition Canada: A National Survey. 
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monitoring could be sought from such sources as L.I.P., New Horizons, 
etc. 
4. In fixing future costs of meals to clients, the question of 
differential costs must be recognized. Differential pricing policies 
could be worked out to offset more costly·aspects of the service, e.g. 
short term users and special diet users. 
5. Additional sources of supply for meals should be sought so that the 
possibility of control ling food costs, providing more variety (such 
as ethnic foods) and introducing more flexibility (such as eveninq 
service) can be explored. The trend to provision of more normal 
meals should allow greater flexibility. However, specific dietetic 
services wi II be required to ensure adequate standards if a move 
is made away from hospital sources. In connection with hospital 
supplied meals, fair pricing policies should be discussed with hospitals 
and relevant Manitoba Health Organizations. 
6. Less expensive and smaller central office accommodation could be 
sought especially as present office space is not us~d intensively 
throughout the day by alI staff. 
7. Experimental pi lot projects should be undertaken 
for the following purposes: 
a) To allow volunteers to spend a little more time with clients, 
some delivery routes could be shortened; 
b) To allow the service to be extended to areas of the city not 
presently covered; 
c) To test out the feasibi I ity of alternative delivery systems; 
d) To experiment with other forms of service such as delivery of 
chi I led meals, and shopping services, and to explore with other 
agencies the possibility of offering friendly visiting and 
congregate meal services to Meals on Wheels clients. 
8. It is essential that in the future, the Meals on Wheels service works 
in closer co-operation with related agencies and that it is aware of 
relevant policy changes in government. So that this can occur, it 
is recommended that: 
a) If the service continues to be offered under its present auspices the 
composition of the Board of the Home Welfare Association be amended 
so that the Board is partly composed of representative·members from 
related agencies. 
b) A major planning committee or task force be sef up composed of 
representatives of the Board and staff of the Home Welfare 
Association, representatives of funding agencies, referring agencies, 
client and volunteer representatives and any additional professionals 
that may seem appropriate, to ·oversee management changes and deve I opment. 
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9. An outreach program should be mounted by the Meals on Wheels Service 
to determine more clearly the potential demand for ~~eals on Wheels 
Service options, contact potential users and improve access to the 
Service. Action could include the following: 
a) Advertising and information programs (using community clubs~ 
health clinics, doctor's offices, Fort Rouge and other resource 
centers, etc.) to distribute and display advertising materials. 
b) Specific need studies of potential client populations; (a start 
might be made with presently occupied Senior Citizen Housing 
units; a New Horizons grant might be available to allow this 
kind of study to be undertaken;) 
c) Support the case for a central information center. (See below.) 
Related Recommendations 
The evidence of this report has high I ighted the problems faced by many 
smal I agencies and voluntary services in introducing innovation, reforming 
their management structure and developing machinery to eyaluate the 
effectiveness of the services they offer. To help overcome these 
problems faced by smaller agencies, it is recommended that the United 
Way or the Provincial Government consider the development of a centre providing 
information gathering, retrieval and. analysis. A priority task of the 
co-ordinate efforts to 
proposed centre should be to/develop a central register of elderly and 
handicapped persons,2 which could be used by alI ~luntary and government 
social agencies. 
Some of the recommendations suggested above such as 4, 5, 6, 7a and 9a 
could be implemented in the short-term .by. the present Meals on Wheels Service 
without·· i·nvol ving oa great- deal of- ·di srtJption to its organization. . . 
However, short term, ad hoc changes in the t1 eals on Wheels Service cannot 
solve its long term problems. If it is to respond to changing needs and 
conditions, major management changes and innovation must occur. An analysis 
of how these changes might be implemented is outlined in the next section 
of this appendix. 
2. This could be similar to the central registers compiled by most local 
authority social service departments in England and Wales, following the 
recommendations of the Seebohm Report and the 1971 Social Service Act. 
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_!!nplementation of Management Chanaes 
.It is not the purpose of this report to produce a blueprint for action, 
but suggestions can be made as to how changes in management might be 
implemented and the kind of planning process that must be employed 
to bring these changes about. 
It is wei I documented in the I iterature on planning and management in 
the social services3 that management innovation in a social service 
organization must follow a careful planning process and provide machinery 
for careful monitoring and evaluation of the agency's performance. Bard 
et. al. suggest that the planning process for social service agencies should 
consist of four major categories of activities: 
-assessment of needs; 
-identification of resources 
-establishment of goals and priorities; and, mobi I ization of resources 
-development of programs and monitoring. 4 
In addition to using his model to group our recommendations in the discussion 
below, we have added a component which this report has argued is a major 
pre-requisite in the process of management innovation in the case of the 
Meals on Wheels Service: the need for supervisory administrative machinery 
to oversee the process of change. 
1. Creation of major planning committee on·ta2_k_forE_e. 
As a first step a major planning committee should be set up with the 
membership and functions described in the model below. 
Diaqram 4. ~-1odel for ~-1anaqement of Prooram Innovation. 
INPUT IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OPERATION 















Hos p i"ta I Home Care 
V.O.N., Care Services 
etc., Office of 
Continuing Care 







REPRESENTATIVE DEVELOPHENT COHMITTEE 
TASKS: Define goals, objectives, concept of need. 
Define role of organization- specialization 
d i ve rs i f i cat i on . 
Devise machinery for implementation of organizational 
change and innovation. 
3. e.g. Vide. Planning for Service ••• Feren and Brown, Chas Knight, London, 1971. 
Planning for Change ••• Bard, Lauderdale and Peterson, Social 




Initially, no costs should be involved in setting up this planning 
committee except the cost of servicing and minuting meetings. The 
costs are estimated at $30.00 per meeting. Resources would be required 
if the committee commissioned work to be done directly. 
2. Assessment of needs. t 
rep or 
In part, the commissioning of the present/ by the ~,1ea Is on Whee Is Study 
Committee has b~en part of this process. This report has provided strong 
circumstantial evidence from census data and other sources that there is 
a growing need for the t1eals on Wheels Service, which is likely to increase 
during the next decade.. It suggests that the service is not at the moment 
reaching a substantial number of potential clients. Unfortunately, because 
of constraints of time and resources, this report has not been able to 
undertake detailed study of demand and need. However, the gathering of 
more detailed and exact ongoing information whould be a major priority 
of the planning committee. Ways in which such information might be 
collected have already been recommended but these possibilities are set 
out again below for convenience. 
1) Outreach advertising and information program to help estimate 
demand. (Approximate cost of preparation, printing and 
distribution of three page leaflet in simple black and white 
type would be $180.) 
2) Potential demand study amongst particular target populations, 
e.g. Senior Citizen Housing Units, possibly using New Horizons 
Grant. (Approximate cost of three month study involving 500 
interviews with senior citizens, $4,200. Broken down: 
Salary of study supervisor: $1,500; cost of interviews: $1,500; 
Secretarial services: $350.; Administration: $850.) 
3) A separate study should be undertaken to determine the reasons why 
potential clients do not wish to be referred or leave the program. 
Information from sources of referral has provided some indicators, 
but more nhard" evidence could be gained by approaching clients 
directly. Unfortunately, because of time constraints, it was not 
possible to undertake this in the main study. (I.U.S. would be 
wi I I ing to undertake this smal I study under its original contract 
with the Meals on \'/heels Study Committee.) 
The machinery which would be involved in the assessment of need activity 
would be the planning committee itself, which might commission work 
directly and the development section of the a<Jency proposed belov1. 
3. lde[ltification pf-Resources ____ _ 
Before problems and needs can be resolved, there must be adequate resources 
that can be used to deve I op programs. In the case of the ~1ea Is _on VJhee Is 
Service, resources can be defined in terms of people, volunteers, staff, 
Board members, grant income; incorne from food sales, food sources, etc. 
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Activities involved here include: 
-definition of grant income needs, stabilization of grant income; 
-exploring at I other sources of income; 
-exploring other sources of food supply; 
-critically examining and redefining present roles of staff and role of 
members of the Board;5 
-examining feasibility of greater use of volunteers in staff roles. 
4. Establishment of Goals and Priorities. and ~~bilization of Resources 
At an early stage, in conjunction with the Planning Committee, the 
agency.must define its goals and priorities. Activities involved here 
include: 
-consideration of future role of agency, specialization or diversification? 
-1 isting priorities in order of importance 
-quantifying goals for particular functions and setting target times for 
implementation~ e.g. 850 clients and 70.000 meals delivered by the end of 
1976. 
-acquisition of adequate core income and entreprenial grants. 
-testing alternative food supplies 
-deciding auspices. 
-definition of staff roles and job descriptions. 
-definition of roles of Board members of agency providing service. 
5. Develop Programs 
A program plan should involve the following elements- administration model, 
program model and monitoring model. 
Administration Model 
Major requirements here are the drawing up of an organization structure to 
enable the agency to respond to innovation, and a list of activities which 
ref I ects the type of functiona I work tasks to be performed. A suggested 
organizational structure chart is set out below. 
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~ 
Diagram 5. SuqClested Future Organizational Structure of t·1eals on \'!heels Se.r:_vice. 
PLAWJ I NG C0t1t·11 TIEE ( 1 0) 
2 Board, 1 Staff, 1 Volunteer, 
1 client representative, 
Reconstituted E3oard of Home K ~\'lelfare: Should include 6 
Representative Members. 
2 representatives of funding 
agencies, 2 representatives of 
referring agencies, 1 representative 
of consultino aoqncy. 
lj\ lj\ CE~JTRAL STAFF ADt,11 N I STRATI ON 
Director 
Welfare worker 
Co-ordinator of volunteers (part-time) 
~ 
I ~Admin./Secretarial assistant t<; l 
12 part-time workers (including 
1 weekend desoatcher 
1 providing assistance with 
screenin9, telephoninq, fee 
collection and despatching 
[ I 
DEVECOPtTENT SECT I ON 
Program Supervisor 
Admin./Secretarial Assistant 
• ~Program Assistant (part-time) 
Sessional assistance as required, 












[OUTREACH I ~ 
[




It may be necessary for the Board of the Home l:le I fare Association to de I egate 
its functions to the Planning Committee for a limited period so that the 
Planning Committee can have unambiguius executive power to implement 
management changes and innovations. 
STAFF ROLES 
Director 
Forward planning in conjunction with the Planning ComMittee and Board. Day 
to day direction and subervision of the agency. Pub! icity and community 
education. Awareness of related programs. Liaison with fundin9 and related 
agencies. General recruitment of volunteers. Organization and interpretation 
of monitoring and evaluation. 
Approximate cost in 1976: $16,250. 
Welfare Worker 
Day to day supervision of meal service. Supervision of routing and records. 
Client screening (with part-time assistance), client follow-up and client 
referral. Supervision of monthly accounts and fee col lcction. 
A~proximate cost in 1976: $ 9,000 
• This diagram has assumed the Meals on Wheels service wll I continue to be offered 
under it present auspices. However this is a· matter on which the Planning 
Committee must decide. 
AS 
Co-Ordinator of Volunteers (part-time) 
Recruitment of volunteers. Training and organization of volunteers. 
Volunteer contsact, I iaison and ombudsman. 
Approximate cost in 1976: $ 4,500. 
Administrative/Secretarial Assistants (two) 
Record keeping, statistics, reception, correspondence, typing. 
Approximate cost in 1976: $12,000. 
Part-Time Workers (two) 
Each providing assistance with screening, telephone work, fee collection, 
despatching and program development. 
Approximate cost in 1976: 
Weekend Despatcher (one) 
Weekend despatching duties. 
Approximate cost in 1976: 
Pr29ram Su£ervisor 
$ 6,000. 
$ 1, 200. 
Supervision of development section. Assistance with p~ogram funding 
searches. Initiation of programs. Development of programs. Recruitment 
and training of program staff. Honitoring and evaluation. 
Approximate cost in 1976: $10,500. 
The total salary cost in 1976 of the core staff would be approximately 
$54,950. It is recommended that a development budget should also be put 
at the disposal of the prograM supervisor for the first year of operation 
of the development section, to allow programs to get off the ground. 
The amount would depend on program costs and priorities decided by the 
agency. 
The Administration Model also requires that an organization plan which 
reflects types of functional work tasks to be performed be drawn up. 
Activities here would include: 
-review and adoption of recording procedures; 
-design of pro forma recording tools; 
-timetabl ing and organization of staff meetings; 
-design of operational procedures; 
-design of reporting procedures. 
PROGRAM MODEL 
This report has stressed the need for experimentation and the development 
of pilot projects which can be carefully monitored. It wil I be necessary 
for the agency to decide on program priorities, define specific program 
goals, set targets and acquire special funding for development projects. 
_Set out below are several specific suggestions which the authors consider 
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would be worthwhile projects. 
1. Decentralization Project. 
a) Monitor e~perience from Park Manor in Transcona. 
b) Set up I oca I vo I unteer corn.mun i ty team inc I ud i ng I oca I 
co-ordinator, screener and day captain despatchers, in South 
Fort Garry Area. Using Victoria Hospital as supplier, this 
team could serve south Fort Garry, St. Norbert and outlying 
farms. The experience gained should be carefully monitored. 
2. Alternative Suppliers Project. 
a) Arrange two routes serving long-term, normal diet clients. Se-
lect an alternative supplier, acceptable on lthe grounds of 
price and nutritional value of the food provided, (dietetic 
assistance wi I I be required here). Over a period of two weeks 
supply clients with food from new supplier during first week 
and normal supplier during second week. Examine their 
comparative preferences. 
b) Provide selected clients with frozen meals for several weekends. 
Evaluate their reactions. 
3. Outreach Program. 
Assist with an advertising and information program suggested in 
Recommendation 9. Monitor number of new clients gained over a fixed 
period from this kind of exercise. 
Mo[litoring Model 
The final component in developing programs which has been continually 
stressed, is the need for procedures and machinery to allow the agency 
to monitor and evaluate its performance. Procedures wil I differ 
according to the activity involved but wi I I include: 
-weekly reporting; 
-evaluative staff meetings; 
-surveys of service recipients; 


















1. Research Methods 
a. Documented Evidence Used 
i) Previous studies of Winnipeg program. 
ii) Previous studies undertaken elsewhere in Canada. 
iii) Collection and collation of Home Welfare Association statistics 
and records. 
iv) Census material. 
b. Research Tools 
i) Questionnaire to Clients. 
A list of clients on Meals on Wheels delivery routes as of 
April 1st was used as the base survey population. From this list one 
route was selected for pilot interviews. Twelve of the thirteen clients 
on Route 2 were interviewed. On the basis of these pi lot interviews, the 
questionnaire was slightly modified for the substantive study. On 
Apri I 23rd, the Apri I 1st I ists were modified to take into account 
people coming onto, and leaving the program since April 1st, and the 
questionnaire was distributed to the teams of volunteers who collected 
meals from the Health Sciences Centre and Tache Nursing Centre on Apri I 
23rd. Each team was briefed and an explanatory letter was included 
with the group of questionnaires for each route. The questionnaires 
were collected by volunteers who delivered meals on Apri I 28th. Some 
fo! low-up was required by program and research staff·. One hundred and 
eighty-three clients were on the program on April 23rd. One hundred 
and fifty usable replies were received. This represents an 85% response 
rate. 
ii) Questionnaire to Volunteers. 
A one-in-four random sample of the three hundred and one volunteers 
listed by the Home Welfare Association as serving the program on Apri I 1st 
1975 was compiled. Eighty-two volunteers were contacted by structured 
mai Jed questionnaire. Stamped self-addressed envelopes were included. 
Fifty-four usable replies were received. This represents a response rate 
of 66%. The questionnaires were distributed during the last week in Apri I. 
iii) Questionnaire to Referring and Related Agencies. 
All agencies listed by the Home Welfare Association as sources 
of referral and related agencies were contacted by structured mailed 
questionnaire. Forty-seven agencies were contacted in at I. Where 
necessary, follow up was made by telephone and personal Interview. 
Twenty-five usable responses were received. Questionnaires were distri-
buted during the last week in April. 
iv) Questionn_a ire to Poss i b I e A I ternatl ve Sources of Supp I v. 
The chief administrator of each hospital and of almost all 
nursing homes in the Winnipeg area were contacted by structured ques-
tionnaire. Careful telephone follow-up resulted in a response rate of 
almost 95%. In addltion, thirteen commercial food outlets in the Winnipeg 
area were contacted by correspondence·and telephone. 
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v) Interviews. 
Personal Interviews were conducted with alI staff (except 
secretarial) serving the Meals on Wheels Program, representatives of 
the funding agencies, representatives of Manitoba Health Services 
Commission and the Provincial Government. 

























MEALS ON WHEELS STUDY COMMITTEE 
in conjunction with 
THE INSTITUTE OF URBAN STUDIES 
A_pri I 1975 
Dear User, 
We are conducting a study of the MEALS ON WHEELS SERVICE, the purpose 
of which is to consider ways in which we can meet·your needs more effectively. 
We are always trying to improve our service and your views, comments and assistance 
are essential if we are to serve you better. We should therefore be most 
grateful if you could answer the following questions and hand the completed 
questionnaire to the volunteer who brings your meal on ~~nday, April 28th. 
Your answers wil I be treated as completely _confidential. If you have any 
difficulty in answering this questionnaire, please telephone me at the following 
number, 786-781 I, extension 392, or ask your volunteer for assistance. Thanking 
you in anticipation for your co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
~ ·Y. M C(CPY- . 






Sex of user Male Female 
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 







1 • Less than one month ......•••..••.••.....••••••••..•••••.. 0 t 8 
2. 1 - 6 months ..•.•.....•..••••....••.••.•. ·• . • • • • . . • . . . . . . • 0 
3. 7 - 12 months •...•.•••...••..••••...•.••...••• · ....• · ... • 0 
4 • 1 - 2 years ................................... · · ........ · 0 
5. More than 2 years ........................................ 0 
2. Are you on a special jiet? 
t. Yes D 
2. No D 
3. If yes, what kind of special diet are you on?----------------------
9 
10 
Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number----------
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH QUESTION 
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We would I Ike to know how satisfied you are with the meals you receive. 
HOT MEALS 
4. At what time Is your meal usually delivered? (Please specify.) 
5. Are your portions usually too smal I, too large or about right? 
1. Too small . ...... D 
2. Too I arge .•••••• []. 
3. About right ••••• [] 
6. Is there sufficient variety of food in the hot meals? 
1. Yes •••• 0 IF NO, WHY (please specify) 
2. No ••••• 0 
3. Usually. D 
7. Would you like to have a weekly menu from which to choose your 
hot meal. 
1. Yes ••••• D 
2. No ••••• 0 
8. Do you usually eat the meaf at the time it rs delivered or save 
it for I ater? 
1. Eat at time de I ivered ••••• [] 
2. Save it for later ••••••••• [] 
9. On the whole do you enjoy the hot meal? 
1. Always •••••••••• [] 
2. Usua II y •••••••• • 0 
3. Somet i mes • • • • • • • [] 
4. Never ...••..••.• [] 
10. To what extent do you think the meal is good value? 
CFor the money you pay.) 
1 • Good va I ue ••••••••••••• • • • [] 4 • Don ' t know • • • • [] 
2. Fairly good value ••••••••• [] 
3. Not very good va I ue ••••••• [] 
11. Is the cost of the meal a problem for you? 
t. Yes •••• 0 












tv1eals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number 
-----
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH QUESTION 
BAG SUPPERS 
12. Do you have a bag supper? IF YES, ANSWER QUESTIONS 13 AND 14. 
1. Yes •••. D 
2. No •.••• 0 
13. Is there sufficient variety of food in the bag suppers? 
L Yes •••• D 3. Usual I y ..•. 0 
2 .· No ••••• 0 If no, why? (Please specify.) 
14. On the whole, do you enjoy the bag supper? 
1. A I ways •••...•••• D 
2. Usua I I y •..•••••• 0 
3. Sometimes •••..•• 0 
4. Never ...•...•... 0 
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WE WOULD ALSO Ll KE T-G KNOW IF YOU ARE SAT I SF I ED WITH THE DEL I VERY SERVICE. 
15. Are the meals delivered at a regular time? 
t. A I ways ..•• • •• • · • D 
2. Usua I I y ...•.•••• D 
3. Sometimes ••••..• D 
4~ Never •..•.•..•.• D 
16. Are your volunteers helpful? 
1. Yes •••• D If yes, in what ways? (Please specify.) 
2. No ••••• 0 
WE ARE THINKING OF EXPANDING OUR PROGRAM TO INCLUDE OTHER SERVICES IN 
ADDITION TO MEALS ON WHEELS. 
17. Would you be likely to use any of the following service options if 
they were avai fable? (These would not take the place of Meals on 
Wheels but would be avai I able in additi,on to the present· service.) 
a) Periodic delivery of chi I led or frozen meals, which you could store 
and heat up yourself. 
1. Yes •••• 0 
2. No ••••• 0 
b) Shopping Services: If you could get someone to do your shopping, 
could you sometimes cook for yourself? 
1. Yes •••• 0 












Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number 
-----
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH QUESTION 
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c) Congregate meals: If volunteers were available to provide transport, 
would you like to eat with others, for example at a lunch club 
or senior citizens centre? 
1. Yes •••• 0 
2. No ••••• [] 
18. Do you have or share any oral I of the following kitchen facilities? 
a) Hot pI ate on I y • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • 1 • Yes 0 2. No 0 
b) Stove ............................... 1. Yes D 2. No 0 
c) Refrigerator .•••.•...••.••••.•..•••• 1. Yes 0 2. No 0 
d) None of the above ..•••••••.•.•••.•.• 1. Yes D 2. No D 
19. What is your marital status? 
1. Married ..........•........ 0 
2. Widowed ••••••••••••••••••• [] 
3. Single .........•..•.•.••.• 0 
4. Divorced or separated ••••• [] 
20. Into which age group would you fal I? 
1. Under 45 •••.•••• 0 5. 70 - 74 ••••••• [] 
2. 45 - 54 •••.••.•• [] 6. 75- 79 •.••••• [] 
3. 55 - 64 ••••••••. [] 7. 80 - 84 •••••.• [] 
4. 65 - 69 ••.•.•••• D 8. 85 and over •.• [] 











occupation? I 33 
22. ·Female respondents only. If you are married or widowed, what is or 
was your husband's occupation? 
23. What kind of accommodation do you I ive in? 
1. Single fami I y detached •• 0 7. Senior cit1zen housing • 0 
2. Dup I ex • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • [] <Please specify type of bui I ding) 
3. Rooms/hotel ............. D 
4. Walk-up apartment ••••••• [] 8. With friends or 
5. High-rise apartment · •••• 0 reI at i ves •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
(six storeys plus) 9. Other <please specify) 
·D 
6. Medium-rise apartment ... 0 
(six storeys or less) 
34 
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Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number----------
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH QUESTION 
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24. Do you have any friends or relatives who would like or benefit from 
Meals on Wheels Delivery? 
1. Yes •.•.•••• 0 
2. No ..••..••• 0 
If yes, how many? 
25. Do you have any friends or relatives who would like or benefit from 
anyof-the service options we mention on page 3 and 4? 
1. Yes •••••••• 0 
2. No •••••.••• 0 
If yes, how many? 
26. Do you have any views about how the service might be changed or 
improved? -----------------------------------------------------------
27. What does the service mean to you? 















INFORMATION TO BE EXTRACTED FROM FILES AND ATTACHED TO QUESTIONNAIRE 






2. Source of referral 
3. Reason for referral 
-
4. Length of time on MDS 
5. Short term or long term user. 
6. Type of diet. 









MEALS ON WHEELS STUDY COMMITTEE 
in conjunction with 
THE INSTITUTE OF URBAN STUDIES 
Apri I 1975 
A18 
am writing to you in connection with a study of the Meals on Wheels Program 
which has been commissioned by the Meals on Wheels Study Committee and is 
being undertaken in conjunction with the Institute of Urban Studies. The 
purpose of the study is to evaluate the existing program, to examine the demand 
for this service and to cons!der ways in which the present service may be 
improved, extended and diversified. Wear~ alI aware of the great contribution 
you make to the success of this program and we would appreciate your views 
and comments in connection with this study. I should therefore be most 
grateful if you could answer the ·following questions and mai I the completed 
questionnaire back to the following address in the envelope provided (before 
May 1st if possible). 
Mrs. Christine D. McKee, 
Institute of Urban Studies, 
University of Winnipeg, 
515 Portage Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. R3B 2E9 
Your answers wi I I be treated as completely confidential. Thanking you in 
anticipation for your co-operation. 
Yours sincere I y, 
A· V. +tCfUJL 







SexofVolunteer M[J F[J 
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 
1. How long have you bee~ a volunteer for Meals on Wheels? 
1. Less than 1 year •..••• [] 
2. 1 - 2 years • • • • • • • . • . • [] 
3. 2 - 3 years • • • • • . • . • • • [] 
4. More than 3 years ... ; • [] 





Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number----------
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 
3. How often do you participate In the program? 
1. Committed to work more than once a week. 
2. Committed to work once a week ••.••...••.•.••..•.••• 
3. Committed to work bi-monthly .•••••••..•.••••••••.• 
4. Committed to work month I y. • •.••••••••.••••••••••.. 






4. Would you be prepared to offer more time to the 'Meals on Wheels' 
Program? 
1. Yes D 2. No 
5. If yes, how often could you participate? 
Please specify. 








7. What are the main difficulties you find in collecting and 
delivering the·meals? (e.g. frustration and waiting outside the 
hospital, difficulty in following routes etc.) Please describe. 
8. Do you get the same route each time? 
1. Yes 0 2. No D 
9. Would you I ike to? 
1. Yes 0 2. No D 
10. Apart from obtaining a hot meal, what other benefits do you feel 
the recipient derives from 'Meals on Wheels'? 

















~~eals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number-----
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 
12. In what ways do you think the program could be changed to give you 
more satisfaction? Please specify. 
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------------------------ ---- ---- -------------------------------------------------
13. In fulfi I ling your role for the Meals on Wheels Program do you feel 
the need for: 
a) More training or orientation •••.•.•••...• 1. Yes D 2. No D 
b) More support from the staff ••••••••.•..•• 1. Yes 0 2. No D 
c) Other support (please specify) 
14. Before participating in Meals on Wheels, had you done any other kind 
of voluntary work? 
1. Yes 0 2. No· 
PI ease specify. 
15. Do you do any other kind(s) of voluntary work at present? 
1. Yes D 2. No 
PI ease specify. 
D 
D 
16. We are considering ways of expanding and diversifying the Meals 
on Wheels Program. For the clients you serve, do you think it would 
be a good idea to diversify the program to include any oral I of 











1. Periodicdeliveryofchilledorfrozenmeals. l.Yes D 2.Noll 28 
2. 
3. 
Congregate meals (transport and meals would 
be provided to allow clients to eat at lunch 
clubs, day centres etc. 
Shopping services (to allow clients to cook 
for themselves) 
1. Yes D 2. No 
1. Yes 
4. Hot meals delivered from decentralized sources?1. Yes 
D 2. No 
0 2. No 
17. Would you be interested in helping with any oral I of the following 
services? 
1. Periodic delivery of chi lied or frozen meals. 
2. Transportation to congregate meals. 
3. Shopping services 
4. Del !very of hot meals from decentralized 
sources? 
1. Yes 0 2. No 
1. Yes 0 2. No 
1. Yes 0 2. No 








Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Questionnaire number----------
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 
So that we can get a clear picture of the characteristics of people 
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who are working as volunteers for the Meals on Wheels Program, it would 
be very helpful" if you would answer the following questions. 
18. · Which age group would you fall into? 
1. Under 25 .•.•• 0 5. 55- 64 •.••• [] 
2. 25- 34 •••.•• [] 6. 65- 69 •.•.. [] 
3. 35 - 44 •.•••• D 7. 70 & over •.• 0 
4. 45- 54 •.•••• tJ 
19. Are you: 
1. Married •••.•. [] 3. Single ..•••• 0 
2. Widowed ..•..• [J 4. Separated or 
divorced .••• [] 
20. Do you have any children? 
1. Yes 0 2. No [] 
21. If yes, how many do you have in the following categories? 
(Circle appropriate number.) 
1. Number under school age 
2. Number of school age 
3. Number over school age, living 
at home 
2 3 4 or more. none 
2 3 4 or more none 
2 3 4 or more none 
22. If employed, what is your present occupation? 
23. Do you work ful I time or part-time (less than 30 hours a week)? 
1. Full time D 
2. Part-time [] 
24. If you are not in paid employment what is: 
a) Occupation of spouse ------------------------------------------
b) Your recent previous occupation 













MEALS ON WHEELS STUDY COMMITTEE 
in conjunction with 
THE INSTITUTE OF URBAN STUDIES 
Apri I 1975 
TO: Agency and Department Heads. 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
A22 
am writing to you in connection with a study of the Home Welfare 
Association ~1ea Is on Whee Is Program. The study has been commissioned by the 
Meals on Wheels Study Committee (an ad hoc committee of the Social Planning Counci I) 
and is being undertaken in association with the Institute of Urban Studies, 
University of Winnipeg. The study is being funded by the United Way and the 
Winnipeg Foundation. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the existing 
program, to examine the demand for this service and to consider \vays in 
which the present service may be improved, extended and diversified. Your 
assistance and comments are essential to the success of this study. 
should therefore be most grateful if you could answer the following questions 
and mai I the completed questionnaire back to the Institute of Urban Studies 
in the envelope provided. If you require any further info'rmation in connection 
with this study, please contact me at the following telephone number: 
786-7811 extension 392. 
Thanking you in anticipation for your co-operation. 
Yours faithfully, 
_,6, . }) . /vt C(UUL . 




Type of agency 
------
1. Has your agency referred persons for the Meals on Wheels Service 
since January 1st, 1974? 
1. Yes ••• D 2. No ••• 0 
2. If yes, how many referrals since January 1st, 1974? 







Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
Apri I 1975 
Questionnaire Number 
-----
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION WHERE APPROPRIATE. 
3. How many were not accepted on the proqram? 
A23 
Don 1 t Know • . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • D 
4. Do you screen clients whom you refer to the Meals on Wheels 
Program? 
1. Yes .•• 0 
5. If yes, what are your criteria for referral? 
(Please specify) 
2. No •.. 0 
6. In what ways is referral usually made? Please indicate in rank 
order of frequency, the methods your agency uses to refer clients 
to the Meals on Wheels Service (i.e. 1. most frequent 2. next 
most frequent etc.) 






------------by written referral 
advised relatives to contact Home Welfare 
------------ Association Office 
------------gave Meals on Wheels pamphlet to relatives 
------------advised relatives to contact family doctor 
regarding service 
------------other (please specify) 
7. Have staff members of your agency found that there are factors 
which I imit the use of the Meals on Wheels Service? If so, what 
are these? (Please specify) 
8. Of those clients with whom you discuss the Meals on Wheels Program, 
what proportion do not wish to be referred to the program? 
Please specify. 





















Mea Is on \'Jhee Is Study Committee 
April 1975 
Questionnaire Number----------
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION WHERE APPROPRIATE. 
9. What are their main reasons? Please specify. 
10. Do you feel there are particular geographical areas in the 





De I i.very Service, in which this need is not being met? I 28 
1. Yes . . . • . D 2. No • . . . D 
If yes, please specify. 
11. Does your agency provide any of the services I isted below? 
1. ~1eal s De I i very of Hot Mea Is 1. Yes 0 ·2. No D 
2. Meals Delivery of Snack Meals 1. Yes D 2. No D 
3. Meals Delivery of Chi I led Meals 1. Yes 02. No D 
4. Congregate meals (i.e. for non-
residents at lunch clubs or 
day centres) 1. Yes D 2. No D 
5. Shopp·i ng services 1. ·Yes D 2. No D 
6. Home Help Services 1. Yes 0 2. No 0 
7. Friendly Visiting Services 1. Yes 0 2. No D 
8. Other food or home care related 
services 1 • Yes D 2. No 0 
(PI ease specify) 
12. Does your agency plan to introduce any of the services I isted 
above in the near future? 
1. Yes 0 2. No D 
13. If yes, please specify. 
14. Do you think there is a need to expand the present Meals on 
Wheels program? 











38 - 45 
46 




PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION WHERE APPROPRIATE. 
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15. If yes, in what ways would you I ike to see this expansion occur? 
1. Extension of present Meals Delivery 
to more c I i ents. 1. Yes [] 2. No [] 
2. Extension of present Meals Delivery 
service to a wider geographical area 1. Yes [] 2. No 0 
3. De-centralization of present Meals 
de I i very system 2. Yes D 2. No [] 
4. Periodic delivery of chi I led or frozen 
meals, which could be stored and heated 
when required. 1. Yes D 2. No 0 
5. Other (please specify) 
16. Under what auspices would you I ike to see this expansion occur? 
1. Home Welfare Association [] 
2. Other agency (please specify) [] 













programs to provide a continuum of service? I 53 
1. Yes [] 2. No 0 
·18. If yes, in what ways? 
1. Provision of congregate meals (i.e. provision of meal and 
transportation of homebound people to lunch clubs, senior 
citizens centres etc. to eat together). 
1. Yes D 2. No 0 
2. Provision of shopping services Cto enable people to cook for 
54 
themse I ves) • I 55 
1. Yes 0 2. No 0 
3. Other (please specify) 
------------------------------·--···· ·-
19. Under what auspices would you I ike to see this diversification 
occur? 
1. Home Welfare Association 
2. Other agency 
[] 
[] 
Please specify service and agency. 
56 
57 
Mea Is on \1/hee Is Study CommIttee 
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Questionnaire Number 
----
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION WHERE APPROPRIATE. 
20. In the following respects, to what extent do you think that food 
related home care services are impor~ant? 
<Please circle appropriate number in each case. 
1. Not important 2. Important 3. Very Important) 
a) In allowing home bound persons to return to 
or remain in their own homes 1 2 3 
b) In shortening length of stay in hospital 1 2 3 
c) In avoiding prolonged institutional care 
(e.g. in nursing homes, geriatric wards etc.) 1 2 3 
d) Other. Please specify 
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21. Other than those ways already mentioned, do you have any views on 
ways in which the Mea Is on \'ihee Is Program cou I d be i mp_roved or 
changed? 
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in conjunction with 
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SCHEDULE OF QUESTIONS 
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Name of organization ______________ +------------
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION. 
1. Would your hospital/nursing home consider providing hot meals for 
the Meals on Wheels Program if an application was made by the 
Home Welfare Association? 
1. Yes 0 2. No 0 3. Possibly 0 
2. If no, what are the main reasons why it is not feasible for your 
hospital/nursing home to consider providing meals for the Meals 
on Wheels Program?--------------------------------------~------
3. a) If yes or possibly, what would be the maximum number of meals 
that you could provide? 
1. Up to 12 ••• 0 
2. 13 - 25 •••• 0 
3. 26 - 5o •••• D 
4. 51 - 75 .••• D 
5. 76- 100 ••••. [J 
6. . Over 1 00 •.••• l=:J 
7. Don 't Know • . • 0 
8. Not applicable[] 
b) What would be the approximate cost of each meal? 
1. ________________________ ___ 
2. 
3. 




· d · Could your kitchen(s) provide any or all of the following 
therapeutic diet meals? 




5. low fat 
6. low cholesterol 
7. mechanical soft 
8. high calorie/protein 
9. none of the above 
10. normal nutritious diet 
1. yes •• [] 
1. yes. -LI 
1. yes •• 0 
1. yes •• n 
1. yes •• 0 
1. yes •• CI 
1. yes •• 0 
1. yes •• 0 
1. yes •. 0 
1. yes •• 0 
2. no •• 0 
2. no •. 1 I 
2. no .• 0 
2. no •• 0 
2. no •• 0 
2. no •• Q 
2. no. ~D 
2 •. no •• 0 
2. no •• 0 
2. no •• 0 
A28 
Meals on Wheels Study Committee 
PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX FOR EACH QUESTION 
4. (To be answered by Nursing Home Staff only.) 
a) Do you have dining room accommodation and kitchen capacity that 
would allow you to provide congregate meals to non-residents? 
1. Yes ••• 0 2. No ••• 0 
b) Would you be wi I ling to consider providing congregate meals for 
a few non-residents? 
1. Yes. ·U 2. No •• Q 3. Possibly •• Q 
c) If yes, about how many meals could you provide? _______________ __ 








APPEND I X -~-1-1 
I Agencies and individuals contacted in connection with client 
referra Is. 
A30 
II Institutions and individuals contacted in connection with alternative 
sources of supply and decentralization of meal delivery systems. 
III Commercial Outlets Contacted 
IV. Staff roles, Home Welfare Association, as of Apri I 1st 1975. 
I AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED IN CONNECTION WITH CLIENT REFERRALS 
HOSPITAL HOME CARE AND SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 
1. Mrs. Eyman, Home Care Dept., Victoria Hospital 269-3570 
2340 Pembina Highway. 
2. Mrs. G. Pinchin, Social Service Deot., 
Victoria Hospital, 2340 Pembina Highway. R3T 2E8 269-3570 
3. Mrs. M. Hwe, Home Care Dept., St. Boniface 
Hosp ita I, 409 Tache Avenue. · 943-0311 
4. Mrs. Maria Gomor, Social Service Dept., 
St. Boniface Hospital, 409 Tache Ave. R2H 2A6 943-0311 
5. Mrs. L. ~-1cVagh, Home Care Deot., Misericordia 774-6581 
Hospital, 99 Cornish Ave., R3C 1A2 









Misericordia Hospital, 99 Cornish Ave., R3C 1A2 
Miss. E. Svanhi I I, Home Care Dept., General 
Hospital, Health Sciences Centre, 700 Wi I I iam Ave. 
Ms. Ann DeFehr, Home Care Dept., Municipal 
Hospitals, Morley 
Miss Asta Eggertson Social Work Dept, General 
Centre, 700 Wi II iam Ave. R3E OZ3 
Ms. Judy Cancade Rehabilitation Cen~re 
Social Work Dept., Health Sciences Centre, 
800 Sherbrook R3A 1M4 
Mrs. A. Zimmerman, Home Care Dept., Deer Lodqe 
Hospital, 2109 Portage Ave. 
Mr. D. A. McKenzie, Social Services Dept., 
Deer Lodge Hospital, 2109 Portage Ave. 
Mrs. M. Taylor, Home Care Dept., Grace General 
Hospital. 300 Booth Drive. 
Mrs. Fern Wi I son , Grace Genera I Hops ita I, 










Mrs. Lynda Sie 7 Home Care Dept. 
15. Chief Hospital Social Worker, Concordia 
Hospital, 400 DeSalaberry St. 
AGE AND OPPORTUNITY SENIOR CITIZENS CENTRES* 
16. Notre Dame S.C.C., 444 Kennedy 
17. Stradbrook S.C.C., 400 Stradbrook Ave. 
18. Selkirk Ave. S.C.C.~ Selkirk and Powers 
19. Wolseley S.C.C., Picardy and Kenora 
20. Dufferin Ave. S.C.C., 387 Dufferin Ave. 
21 ~ M.r. &. Mrs. Gerry Sexton, 
Immaculate Drop-In, Immaculate Conception 
Parish Hal I, 191 Austin St., R2W 3M7 
22. Miss L. McKenzie, 
Director of Public Health Nursing 
4th Floor, Administration Building, 
Civic Centre, R3B 1B9 
23. Mr. Jake P. Suderman, R.S.W. Lions Manor 
320 Sherbrook Street, R3B 2W6 
LOCAL HEALTH UNITS (24-25) 
24. Dr. J. A. Eadie, Kildonan/St. Paul Local 
Health Unit, 1400 Henderson Highway. R2G 1N2 
25. Dr. T. N. H ley, St. James Local Health 
Unit, 598 St. ~·1ary's Road R2M 3L5 
26. Mrs. t-1. Mack I in~, Director, Victorian Order 
of Nurses, 311-167 Lombard Avenue, R3B OT6 
27. Mr. R. H. C. Hooper, Public \'lelfare Dept., 
City of Winnipeg, Administration Building, 
Civic Centre, R3B 1B9 
28. Mr. L. Forest, 
New Horizons, Dept. of Nation Health and 
Welfare, 202-4600 Main Street, R3B 1B6 
29. ~~r. A. J. Kitchen, Personal Care Home Services, 
Manitoba Health Services Commission, 
599 Empress Street, Winnipeg R3C 2TO 
30. Miss J. Kennedy, Director, Public Health 
Nursing, Box 3, Building 3, 139 Tuxedo Ave. 
R3C OV8 
31. Mr. John Rodgers, Main Street Project, 
594 ~1a in Street, R3B 1 C9 
32. Shut-In ~~arketeers', 299 Bushell Street, 
R3A 1K5 
33. Mr. J. Parrot, Outreach Services Y.M.C.A. 
249 Ellen Street, R3A 1A9 























34. Mrs. Anne G. Ross, R.N., R.T. 586-8086 
Mount Carmel Clinic 
120 Selkirk Avenue, R2vJ 2L2 
35. Mr. A Silver Kl inic, 567 Broadway, 786-7411 
Winnipeg. R3C OW2 
36. , St. Boniface Health 233-2464 
Unit, 233 Provencher Ave., R2H OG4 
37. Mr. A. Silver 772-7904 
Monarch Manor, 845 Sinclair, 
West Ki ldonan, Winnipe0 
38. Mrs. Yhetta Gold, Executive Director 
Age and Opportu.n-ity Centre, 947-1276 
1102-211 Portage Avenue, R3B 2A2 
39. The D i rector, 786-3486 
Canadian Arthritis and Rheumatism Society, 
825 Sherbrook Street, R3A H~5 
40. The Director, Canadian Cancer Society 775-4449 
930 Portage Avenue, R3G OP7 
41 . Mr. E. Heddeshe i mer, 77 4-8405 
Canadian Diabetic Association, 
P.O. Box 695, Winnipeq R3C 2K3 
42. Mr. R. L. Storey: Divisional Director 774-5421 
Canadian National Institute for the Blind 
1031 Portage Avenue, R3G OR9 
43. Mr. P. Hedley, Canadian Paraplepic Association 786-4753 
44-825 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg, R3A 1M5 
44. Mr. W. A. LeBlanc, · 772-2551 
Canadian Red Cross Society, ~Jlanitoba Division 
226 Osborne St. North, R3C 1V5 
45. ~k. A. ~~aterer, Social Services Director 947-1111 
Care Services, Dept. Health and Social 
Development, 2nd Floor, 
114 Garry Street, Winnipeg, R3C 1G2 
46. Mr. Roland Bazinet, Fred Douglas Lodge 586-8541 
1275 Burrows Avenue, R2X OB8 
47. Mrs. \~. V. Pearce, President, 942-4707 
Good Neighbours Club, 185 King Street, R38 1J1 
48. Miss Enid Thompson and Mrs. ~-1aria Haroon Office of Continuing Care, 
Departments of Health and Social Development. 
1I INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED IN CONNECTION 'tilTH ALTERNATIVE 
SOURCES OF SUPPLY AND DECENTRALIZATION OF ~~EALS DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
HOSPITALS 
1. Mr. A. Schroeder, Executive Director, 
Concordia Hospital, 1095 Concordia 
2. Dr. J.A.K. McDonald, Executive Director, 
Deer Lodge Hospital, 2109 Portage Ave. 
3r Major H.P. Thornhil I, Administrator, 




4. Mr. A Hodgkinson, Administrator 
Municipal Hospitals, Morley 
Mr. L.A. Quaglia. 
5. The Executive Director, St. Boniface Hospital, 
409 Tache Avenue. 
6. Mr. J. H. Carter, Executive Director, 




(Misericordia Hospital, 99 Cornish Avenue, 774-6581 
A3"j 
Home Vlelfare Association negotiating directly with administration.) 
NURSING HOMES 
Winnipea - Proprietary Homes 
1. Able Care Nursing Home, 60 Roslyn Road, Winnipeg, R3L OG6 
2. Arcadia Nursing Home, 1 Mayfair Place, 'tlinnipeg, R3L OA4 
3. Baron Nursinq Home, 66 Smith Street, \~innipeg, R3C 1J3 
4. Beacon Hi II Lodge, 190 Fort Street, \tlinnipeg, R3C 1C9 
5. Central Park Lodge #1, 440 Edmonton Street, \~innipea, R3B 2M4 
6. Central Park Lodge #2, 70 Poseidon Bay, \'iinnioeg, R3to1 3E5 
7. Coles Nursing Home, 495 Stradbrook Avenue, V/innipeg, R3L OK2 
8. Conquist Nursing Home, 1776 Pembina Hiqhway, \~innipeg, R3T 2G2 
9. Currans Nursing Home, 29 Roslyn Road, \'/innipeg, R3L OG1 
10. Golden Door Geriatric Centre, 1679 Pembina Highway, \'linnipeg R3T 2G6 
11. Heritage Lodge, 3555 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, R3K OX2 
-12. Hoi iday Haven Nursing Home, 5501 Roblin Blvd., Winnipeg, R3R OG8 
13. Nightingale Nursing Home, 123 t-1ayfair Avenue, Winnipeg, R3L OA1 
14. Oakview Place, 2395 Ness Avenue, \~innipeg, R3J 1A5 
15. Regina Haven Nursing Home, 160 Mayfair Avenue, 'tJinnipeg, R3L OA2 
16. St. Augustine Nursing Home, 90 Roslyn Road, Winnipeg, R3L OG6 
17. St. Norbert Nursing Home, 50 Ste. Pierre Street, St. Norbert, ROG 2HO 
18. Stradbrook Nursing Home, 499 Stradbrook Avenue, Winnipeq, R3L OK2 
19. Thorvaldson Nursing Home, 5 Mayfair Avenue, \'linnipeg, R3L OA4 
20. Tuxedo Vi I Ia Nursing Home, 2060 Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg, R3P ON3 
Winnipeq - Non-Proprietary Homes 
1. Bethania Nursing Home, 1045 Concordia Road, Winnipeg, R2K 2M6 
2. C.N.I.B., 1041 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg R3G OR8 
A34 
3. Convalescent Home, 276 Hugo Street, Winnipeq, R3M 2N6 
4. Donwood Manor, 171 Donwood Drive, VJinnipeq, R2G OV9 
5. Golden West Centennial Lodge, 811 School Road, Winnipeg, R2Y OS8 
6. Holy Family Home, 165 Aberdeen Avenue, Winnipeq, R2Vl 1T9 
7. Luther Home, 1081 Andrews Street, Winnipeg, R2V 2G9 
8. Manitoba Oddfel lows Home, 4025 Rob I in Blvd., Winnipeg, R3R OG3 
9. Metro Kiwanis Courts, 2300 Ness Avenue, Winnipeq, R3J 1A2 
10. Park Manor, 301 Redonda Street, Winnipeg, R2C 1L7 
11. It/est Park Manor, 3199 Grant Avenue, Winnipeg, R3R 1X2 
12. St. Joseph's Residence, 160 Salter Street, Winnipeg, R2W 4K1 
13. Sharon Home, 146 Magnus .Avenue, 1'/i nn i peg, R2W 284 
III COMMERCIAL OUTLETS CONTACTED 
FROZEN FOODS 
1. A.B.C. Frozen Food Service: 288 Keewatin 
2. Fascinating Foods: 595 Jackson Ave. 
3. Naleway Foods: S.E. Fife and Church 
4. Nova Food Service: 1198 Jefferson Ave. 
5. Mal I Foods Ltd.: 612 Main Street 
6. Weidman Food Distributors: 128 Adelaide St. 
7. Ready Foods Ltd.: S.W. Princess and Logan 
COMMERCIAL CATERERS 
1. CARA Operations Ltd., Winnipeg International 
Airport 
2. Ritz Foods Ltd., 30 Paramount 
3. Continental Food Service System, 
209-235 Garry Street 
4. Food Systems t~anagement, 297 Nairn Ave. 
5. C.N. 1.8. Caterplan Services, 1031 Portage Ave. 
6. Beaver Foods Ltd., 6 Lipsett Crescent 















A P P E N D I X I I I 
Meals on Wheels Program 
Home Welfare Association 
Staff List - "thumbnai I sketch" functions as of Apri I 1st 1975. 
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Executive Director- Responsible to the Board for the administration 
of the agency. Day to day direction and supervision of the 
program. Preparation of reports for the Board and community 
at large. Liaison with the other agencies involved in related 
fields. Community education. 
Program Staff- Day to day supervision. Intake visits new clients 
for assessment, gives greater explanation of program, mutually 
agrees on fee, collects if necessary. Administration records 
new clients, bui Ids new route cards, changes, etc., records 
daily records, etc., supervises preparation of monthly accounts 
and collection. Follow-up visits with clients. Liaison with 
other agencies or workers who may be working with clients. 
Daily checks volunteer teams. Dispatches volunteer teams from 
hospital as necessary, briefs volunteers, assists with training 
of volunteers, follow-up volunteers. 
Wei fare \'lorker - Almost same as above. 
Dietitian (part-time)- In service training dietetics, counsel ling, 
community education, follow-up clients (mainly diets), supervises 
ordering of diets from hospital, assisted with meal patterns at 
Tache (no dietitian on staff). 
Secretarial/Administrative Staff -
Office/Administration - administrative work, typing,statistics 
telephone, correspondence. 
Secretary 1. -Assist above, helps set up week end program. 
Secretary 2. - Assists with reports, statistics, volunteer 
news letter, special typing, stenci Is. 
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